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ABSTRACT

Data reduction is a preprocessing technique which makes huge and seemingly intractable

instances of a problem small and tractable. This technique is often acknowledged as one

of the most powerful methods to cope with the intractabilityof certain NP-complete prob-

lems. Heuristics for reducing data can often be seen as reduction rules, if considered from

a parameterized complexity viewpoint. Using reduction rules to transform the instances

of a parameterized problem into equivalent instances, withsize bounded by a function of

the parameter, is known as kernelization.

This thesis introduces and develops an approach to designing FPT algorithms based on

effective kernelizations. This method is called themethod of extremal structure. The

method operates following a paradigm presented by two lemmas, the kernelization and

boundary lemmas. The boundary lemma is used to find theoretical bounds on the max-

imum size of an instance reduced under an adequate set of reduction rules. The kernel-

ization lemma is invoked to decide the instances which are larger than
� ���

for some

function
�

depending only on the parameter
�
.

The first aim of themethod of extremal structureis to provide a systematic way to dis-

cover reduction rules for fixed-parameter tractable problems. The second is to devise an

analytical way to find theoretical bounds for the size of kernels for those problems. These

two aims are achieved with the aid of combinatorial extremalarguments.

Furthermore, this thesis shows how themethod of extremal structurecan be applied to

effectively solve several NP-complete problems, namely MAX CUT, MAX LEAF SPAN-

NING TREE, NONBLOCKER, �-STAR PACKING, EDGE-DISJOINT TRIANGLE PACKING,

MAX INTERNAL SPANNING TREE and MINIMUM MAXIMAL MATCHING.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 MOTIVATION

The search for better and faster algorithms for optimization problems has been the focus of

the efforts of countless mathematicians and computer scientists for the past hundred years.

Since the beginning of this search it was noticed that some problems seemed intrinsically

harder to solve than others. The need to classify these problems by their apparent diffi-

culty led to the creation of the field of computational complexity theory. In the context of

this theory, problems which can be solved by polynomial-time deterministic algorithms

are said to belong to the class P and those which can be solved nondeterministically in

polynomial time are said to belong to the class NP. Within NP the class of NP-complete

problems encompasses all those problems that are at least ashard to solve as any other

problem in the class. It is generally believed that these NP-complete problems are not

solvable in deterministic polynomial time [G02].

Many of these NP-complete problems arise naturally in fieldsof application such as net-

working, biology, systems design, operations research, etc., and thus it is of extreme

importance to solve them, and solve them using the best possible algorithms. Towards

this end, many different approaches have proved useful. Oneof these approaches is to ex-

plore various parameterizations, determine whether the resulting parameterized problems

are fixed-parameter tractable, and if so, attempt to find the best possible FPT algorithms

to solve them [DF99, Nie02]. Another approach is to reduce the size of the input data.

Weihe [Wei98] presented an example that deals with an NP-complete problem arising in
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the context of the European railroad network. This network has 25,000 stations, 140,000

trains and 1,600,000 train stops. In a preprocessing phase,two data reduction rules were

exhaustively applied. When these rules could no longer be applied the network was split

into connected components of size seven or less. For each of these components a brute-

force algorithm sufficed to solve the problem optimally.

Efficient preprocessing and parameterized complexity converge in the FPT algorithm de-

sign area of kernelization. Heuristics for reducing data can often be seen as reduction

rules if considered from a parameterized complexity viewpoint. Using reduction rules to

transform the instances of a parameterized problem into equivalent instances with size

bounded by a function of the parameter is known as kernelization.

This thesis exposits a method to find fixed-parameter tractable algorithms in a systematic

way based on effective kernelizations. This method is called the method of extremal

structure. We study this method and several algorithmic variants, demonstrating how it

can be used to address several NP-complete problems.

The ideas which constitute the core of themethod of extremal structurefirst appeared

in 2000 in a paper by Fellows, McCartin, Rosamond, and Stege,‘Coordinatized Ker-

nels and Catalytic Reductions: An ImprovedFPT Algorithm for Max Leaf Spanning Tree

and Other Problems’[FM+00]. In this paper, the authors introduced a new method that

they called themethod of coordinatized kernels. This method was based on kerneliza-

tion techniques and ideas from extremal combinatorics. With themethod of coordinatized

kernelsa model was proposed which could be used to solve a wide variety of problems.

This model seeks to transform, in polynomial time, instances
�� � ��

of a problem� into

equivalent smaller instances
��� � ���

. These transformations are known as reduction rules.

Once the instances are no longer susceptible to these transformations (the instances are

reduced), akernelization lemmais invoked to decide the instances which are larger than� ���
for some function

�
depending only on the parameter

�
.

The first aim of themethod of extremal structureis to provide a systematic way to guide
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the process of discovering reduction rules for fixed-parameter tractable problems. The

second is to find an easy way to obtain theoretical bounds for the size of kernels for those

problems. These aims are achieved with the aid of combinatorial extremal arguments via

aboundary lemma.

1.2 DEFINITIONS

1.2.1 GRAPH THEORY

The notation we use coincides with that of Bollobás [Bol78],[Bol98] and Diestel [Die97].

A graph is denoted	 
 �����
. When we refer to the set of vertices of the graph we

will write
� �	�

or simply
�

if it is clear from the context what graph we are referring to.

An edgebetween two vertices and� is denoted
����. The set

��	�
denotes the set of

edges of the graph, although it will generally be written as
�

. We will assume all graphs

are simple (at most one edge exists between two vertices) andloopless (every edge must

have two different endpoints). For any two subsets of vertices� � �
and� � �

, the

set of all edges in
�

with one endpoint in� and the other in� will be written
����� �

.

A graph	� 
 �� � ����
is asubgraphof a graph	 
 �����

if
� � � �

and
�� � �

. A

subgraphinducedby a subset of vertices� � �
will be denoted by��� and consists of

the vertices in� plus all the edges in
�

which have both endpoints in�. The edges of

that graph will be noted
����. Thesizeof a set� will be denoted�� �.

Let 	 
 �����
and	� 
 �� � ����

be two graphs. We say that	 and	� areisomorphicif

there exists a bijection� � � � � �
such that

���� � �
if and only if

���������� � ��
for all  and� in

�
.

Two vertices and� in 	 areadjacent, or neighbors, if
���� � �

. ���� denotes the

open neighborhoodof a vertex�, i.e.,���� 
 ������ � ��
. Then,� ��� �
 � �������

is theclosed neighborhoodof �. Given a subset of vertices�, we also use����and� ���
to denote the union of open and closed neighborhoods of vertices in�, respectively.
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The degree of a vertex� is the number of vertices in its open neighborhood, that is !"��� 
 �� ����. If
 !"��� 
 # then� is termed$�%&'(! . Given a subset of vertices� � � �	�

, we define
 !")* ��� 
 �� ��� + � �.

We say that � �
is acommon neighborof a pair of distinct vertices�,-�,.� if both��,-� and

��,.� are in
��	�

. In this situation, if there exists an edge between,- and,., then we say that spansthe edge
�,-�,.�.

If 	 
 �����
is a graph and� � �

, then	 / � denotes the graph obtained from	 by

deleting� (and of course all incident edges). Conversely,	 � � is obtained from	 by

adding a (new) isolated vertex�; and, given two vertices� 0
 �� from 	, we arrive at	 � ������ by adding the edge
������ to

�
. Similarly, 	 /1 for 1 � �

denotes the

graph obtained from	 by deleting all the vertices in1 together with all incident edges

to 1. If � 0
 �� are two vertices in	 
 �����
, then	234356 denotes the graph obtained

from 	 by merging� and�� � �
into a new vertex� 7 �� with��� 7 ��� 
 �� ��� � � ����� / ������8

A path 9 
 �� � ����
is a non-empty graph of the form

� � 
 �:;�:-� 8 8 8 �:<�, �� 
��:;�:-�� �:-�:.�� 8 8 8 � �:<=-�:<��, where the:> are all distinct. The vertices:; and:?
are called the endpoints of9 . The length of9 is defined as its number of edges, and the

path of length
�

is denoted by9<.
If all vertices in a graph	 
 �����

are pairwise adjacent, then	 iscomplete. A complete

graph on@ vertices is denotedAB. A AC is a triangle. A graph	 
 �����
is bipartite if

it admits a partition of
�

into two subsets such that no two vertices within the same subset

are adjacent. A bipartite graph such that every pair of graphvertices in the two sets are

adjacent is called acomplete bipartitegraph. If one of the sets has cardinality one then

the complete bipartite graph is called astar and denotedA-DB.
A graph isplanar if it can be drawn in a plane without graph edges crossing. A graph
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is regular if all its vertices have the same degree. A non-empty graph	 is connectedif

any two of its vertices are linked by a path in	. A maximal connected subgraph of	 is

called acomponentof 	.

A bridge
���� � ��	�

in a connected component of a graph	 is an edge whose dele-

tion disconnects the component. Anarticulation vertexof a connected graph is a vertex

whose removal will disconnect the graph. In general, an articulation vertex is a node of

a graph whose removal increases the number of components. Note that since at least a

new component is generated by the removal of, we can always group the newly gen-

erated components into two disjoint components� and � , not necessarily connected

themselves. In this context we say that� and� are the two componentsarising from

the removal of in 	. A connected graph with no articulation vertices is said to be bi-

connected. If E�F � �
and� � � � �

are such every path fromE to
F

in 	 contains

a vertex or an edge from�, we say that� separatesthe setsE and
F

in 	. In general,

such a set� will be called aseparator.

If 9 
 :;�:-� 8 8 8 �:< is a path and
� G H

, then the graph9 � �:< �:;� is called acycle. A

graph not containing any cycles is calledacyclic. A tree is a connected acyclic graph. A

spanning treeI of a graph	 
 �����
is a subgraph of	 that contains all the vertices of	 and is a tree.

We say that a vertex� � � �I � is internal in I if there exist at least two vertices and,
such that�, � � �I � and

����� ���,� � ��I �. Any vertex inI which is not internal

in I is a leaf.

Each edge
���� in a spanning treeI of a graph	 induces an orientation inI . This

orientation induces two subtrees inI , IJ andI3, which we use to denote the subtree to

the left and the subtree to the right of the edge
����. Two vertices in	 are said to be in

different subtrees of
���� if one of them is in the left subtree and the other is in the right

subtree.
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A matchingon a graph	 is a set of edges in
��	�

such that no two of them share a

common endpoint. Aperfect matchingis a matching such that all vertices in the graph

are endpoints of some edge in the matching.

We use the following lemma (based on Stirling’s formula), once we have a linear kernel

for a problem, to calculate the number of subsets of size
�

contained in the kernel. It is

quite handy and often gives a considerably smaller bound than the “naive”K�HL<�
:

Lemma 1.1 For any fixed' M N,OP'�� QR S '< T '' U NVWL=-X< 
 T 'L�' U N�L=-V<
Proof of Lemma 1.1.OP'�� QR 
 �'��Y�'� U ��Y�Y

S ZH['�ZH[�\H[�' U N�� ] T'�! VL< ] ^!�_< ] T !�' U N��VWL=-X<
 Z'\H[�' U N��'< T '' U NVWL=-X<` '< T '' U NVWL=-X<
 T 'L�' U N�L=-V< a
1.2.2 COMPLEXITY THEORY

The notation we use coincides with that of Garey and Johnson [GJ79] and Ausiello et al.

[AC+99].
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A problem� is a relation between a setb of problem instances and�cd, a set of problem

solutions.

There are different kinds of problems depending on the characteristics of the setsb and�cd and the relation�. In this thesis we will be working with a subclass of problems

called decision problems. A problem� is a decision problemif �cd 
{Y ES,NO}.

Hence, a problem� is a decision problem if the setb can be partitioned into a set�e
of YES-instances and a set�e of NO-instances, and the problem asks, for any instance� � b , to verify whether

� � �e.

Definition 1.1 We say that a decision problem is inP if it can be solved in polynomial

time by a deterministic Turing Machine. We say that a problemis in NP if it can be solved

in polynomial time by a nondeterministic Turing Machine.

Definition 1.2 We say that a decision problem� is reducible to another problem��
, if

there exists a polynomial-time deterministic algorithm which transforms instances
�� � b �

of ��
into instances

� � b of �, such that
� � �e if and only if

�� � �e5.
Definition 1.3 A decision problem� is NP-complete if

1. � is in NP and

2. � is NP-hard, i.e. every other problem in NP is reducible to it.

A consequence of this definition is that if we had a polynomialtime algorithm for�, we

could solve all problems in NP in polynomial time.

In this thesis we address a number of problems and compare ourresults with previous

work. When doing so we often resort to known approximation results for those problems.

Approximation results deal with another subclass of problems, optimization problems. An
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optimization problem� is characterized by a quadruple of objects
�b ��cd�fe �"%'&e�,

where:

1. the setb is the set of instances of�;

2. the function�cd is a function that associates to any instance
� � b the set of

feasible solutions of
�
;

3. the function
fe is a measure function, defined for pairs

�� ��� such that
� � b

and� � �cd���. For every such pair
�� ���, fe �� ��� provides a positive integer

which is the value of the feasible solution�;

4. "%'&e � �M IN , MAX
�

specifies whether� is a minimization or a maximization

problem.

Given an instance
�
, we denote by�cdg��� the set of optimal solutions of

�
. That is, for

every�g��� such that�g��� � �cdg���:fe �� ��g���� 
 "%'&e�� �� 
 fe �� ��� h � � �cd����
The value of any optimal solution�g��� of

�
will be denoted as

fge ���. It is important to

notice that any optimization problem� has an associated decision problem�i [AC+99].

Definition 1.4 An optimizationproblem� 
 �b ��cd�fe �"%'&e� belongs to the class

NPO if the following holds:

1. the set of instancesb is recognizable in polynomial time;

2. there exists a polynomialj such that, given an instance
� � b , for any � ��cd���� �� � ` j��� ��. Moreover, for any

�
and for any� with �� � ` j��� ��, it

is decidable in polynomial time whether� � �cd���;
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3. the function
fe is computable in polynomial time.

Theorem 1.1 [AC+99] For any optimization problem� in NPO, the corresponding de-

cision problem�i belongs toNP.

Definition 1.5 An approximation algorithmA for an NPO problem� is an algorithm

which given any instance
�

returns a feasible solutionA
��� � �cd���.

Definition 1.6 Given anNPO problem�, an instance of the problem
�

and a feasible

solution�, the performance ratio of� with respect to
�

is defined ask�� ��� 
 lmn^fe �� ���fge ��� � fge ���fe �� ���_8
Definition 1.7 An approximation algorithmA for anNPO problem� is ano-approximate

algorithm if given any instance
�
, the performance ratio of the approximate solutionA

���
is bounded byo, that is: k�� �

A
���� ` o8

Definition 1.8 The classAPX is the class ofNPO problems� such that, for someo G N,
there exists a polynomial timeo-approximate algorithm for�.

A problem is APX-hard if there exists some constanto M # such that it is NP-hard to

approximate the problem within a factor of
�Npo�. A problem which is both in APX and

APX-hard is called an APX-complete problem.

Definition 1.9 An approximation algorithmA for an NPO problem� is said to be a

polynomial-time approximation scheme for� if for any instance
�

and rational valueo M N, whenA is applied to
�� �o� it returns ano-approximate solution of

�
in time

polynomial in �� �.
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Definition 1.10 The classPTAS is the class ofNPO problems that admit a polynomial-

time approximation scheme.

The class MAX SNP (containing e.g. MAXIMUM 3-SATISFIABILITY and MAXIMUM

CUT) has been shown to be identical to APX [KM+99]. Therefore, we use the term

APX-complete instead of MAX SNP-complete and APX-hard instead of MAX SNP-hard.

1.3 PARAMETERIZED COMPLEXITY

In classical computational complexity theory, a decision problem is specified by two

items: the input to the problem and the question to be answered. Decision problems

such as VERTEX COVER and DOMINATING SET are thus generally expressed as follows:

VERTEX COVER 1

Instance: A graph	 
 �����
and a positive integer

�
Question: Is there a subset

� � q �
of size

�
such that for all edges��-� �.� � �

either�- � � �
or �. � � �

?

DOMINATING SET 2

Instance: A graph	 
 �����
and a positive integer

�
Question: Is there a subset

� � q �
of size

�
such that for each vertex � �

there is a� � � �
such that the edge

���� � �
?

Although both problems are NP-complete from a classical complexity viewpoint, the

introduction of
�

as a parameter provides a new approach to their complexity. After

many rounds of improvement on algorithms which efficiently solve the problems, the

best known algorithm for VERTEX COVER runs in timec�N8Hrst<�u p ��� �� [CG04].

Fomin et al. [FKW04] give the best exact algorithm to date, which has a time complexity

of K�N8vwrxH)y )�, for DOMINATING SET.

1The setz { is called avertex coverfor |.
2The setz { is called adominating setfor |.
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In parameterized complexity, a third element of information is added: the aspects of the

input which constitute the parameter. In this context, Downey and Fellows introduce the

following definition:

Definition 1.11 A parameterized problem is a subset� � }g ~}g
For notational convenience we will consider that� � }g~ �, since the parameter is a

positive integer in all the examples shown in this thesis.

Definition 1.12 (Fixed Parameter Tractability) A parameterized problem� isfixed-parameter

tractableif there is an algorithm that correctly decides for input
�� � �� � }g~�, whether�� � �� � � in time

� ���p@�, where@ is the size of the input
�
, �� � 
 @,

�
is the parameter,� is a constant (independent of

�
and@) and

�
is an arbitrary function.

The class of fixed-parameter tractable parameterized problems is denoted FPT. It is to be

noted that FPT is unchanged if the definition above is modified by replacing
� ��� p @�

by
� ���@� [CC+97].

An algorithm running in time
� ���p@� to decide a problem� is called an FPT algorithm.

If the FPT algorithm outputs YES then the instance
�� � �� � � and we say that

�� � ��
is

a YES-instance for�. Otherwise we say
�� � ��

is a NO-instance.

Using Definition 1.12 and the algorithm in [CG04] we can see that VERTEX COVER is

fixed-parameter tractable. However, it is not believed thatall NP-complete problems are

fixed-parameter tractable. In fact, DOMINATING SET is not believed to be likely to be in

FPT.

Apparent fixed-parameterintractability is established via a completeness program. The

main sequence of parameterized complexity classes is�9I � � �N� � � �H� � 8 8 8 � � �(� � 8 8 8 � � �9� � E� �9� � �9
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This sequence is commonly termed the�-hierarchy . The complexity class� �N� is the

parameterized analog of NP. The defining complete problem for � �N� is:�
-STEP NDTM HALTING PROBLEM

Instance: A nondeterministic Turing machine (NDTM) � and a string:
Parameter: A positive integer

�
Question: Does� have a computation path accepting: in at most

�
steps?

In the same sense that NP-completeness of POLYNOMIAL TIME NDTM HALTING PROB-

LEM provides us with strong evidence that no NP-complete problem is likely to be solv-

able in polynomial time,� �N�-completeness of
�
-STEP NDTM HALTING PROBLEM

provides us with strong evidence that no� �N�-complete problem is likely to be fixed-

parameter tractable [DF95b].

Heavy computational machinery is necessary to prove that DOMINATING SET is complete

for the class� �H� and thus not likely to be in FPT. For a more in-depth study of the� �(�
hierarchy and its structural complexity we refer readers tothe comprehensive study on

parameterized complexity by Downey and Fellows [DF99].

Definition 1.13 A parameterized problem� is many:one parametrically reducible to a

parameterized problem��
if there is anFPT algorithm that transforms

�� � ��
into

��� � ���
so that:

1.
�� � �� � � if and only if

��� � ��� � ��
, and

2.
�� ` "��� (where" is an unrestricted function;

��
is purely a function of

�
)

Since the running time of a fixed-parameter tractable algorithm is a function of both@ 
�� �and
�
, it will thus be expressed asK�� ���@�� where

�
is the fixed parameter. There

is an alternative notation used by Woeginger [Woe03] for expressing the running time of
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algorithms. In this notation the running time is expressed as Kg�� ���� 
 K�� ���@��.
Throughout this thesis we will also use this modified big-Oh notation that suppresses all

other (polynomially bounded) terms that depend on the size of the instance
�
.

1.4 KERNELIZATION

Many different techniques are used to develop FPT algorithms [DF99]. Informally, we

can think of these techniques as being divided into two groups: those contributing to the� ���
game; and those contributing to thekernelization game[Fel03].

The techniques involved in the
� ���

gameaim to improve the function
� ���

defined in

the previous section. The usefulness of this game is emphasized using theKg�� ����
notation when giving the running time of the algorithms. Improvements to the algorithms

in the
� ���

game may arise from the use of methods for integer linear programming,

shrinking search trees by dynamic programming, color coding, dynamic programming on

tree decompositions, etc. For a review of these techniques we refer the reader to [Nie02].

In this thesis we will focus on the other game, thekernelization game. A kernelizable

problem is formally defined as follows:

Definition 1.14 A parameterized problem� is kernelizable if there is a parametric trans-

formation of� to itself that satisfies:

1. The running time of the transformation of
�� � ��

into
��� � ���

, where �� � 
 @, is

bounded by a polynomialj�@� �� (so that in fact this is a polynomial time transfor-

mation of� to itself, considered classically, although with the additional structure

of a parametric reduction),

2.
�� ` �

, and

3. ��� � ` ����
, where

�
is an arbitrary function.
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Thekernelof a problem is the transformed instance
��� � ���

defined above.

It is important to note the following result, which gives us the link between the two games:

Lemma 1.2 [DFS99] A recursive parameterized problem� is in FPT if and only if it is

kernelizable.

Proof of Lemma 1.2.���� If the parameterized problem� is kernelizable then the size of any transformed

instance can be bounded by a function of
�
. Hence the running time of an algorithm

deciding a transformed instance
��� � ���

would be dependent only on
�
. Since the trans-

formation can be performed in polynomial time, the total running time of the algorithm

deciding an instance
�� � ��

would beK�@� p � ����
and thus� is in FPT.����A problem is in FPT, if there is a constant� M N and a function

� ���
such that we

can determine if
�� � �� �� in time K�@� p � ����

. Our kernelization algorithm for�
considers two cases:

1. If
� � �=-�@� then in timeK�@�� we can simply answer the question.

2. If
� G �=-�@� then@ ` � ���

and the instance
�� � ��

already belongs to the problem

kernel. a
All techniques are worth using and combining, as they may lead to substantial improve-

ments in the algorithms we design and also to new strategies for practical implementations

of these algorithms [AL+03, DR+03].

As pointed out by Fellows [Fel03], both games can also be considered as giving a solid

mathematical foundation to two basic techniques for designing good practical heuristics

which solve “hard problems”:
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• “Branch and cut” and similar paradigms often correspond tosearch tree based pa-

rameterized algorithms, the parameter being the height of the search tree. Heuristics

for cutting off subtrees can often be analyzed in the parameterized setting.

• “Data reduction” is the principal preprocessing technique which often makes seem-

ingly intractable huge instances small and tractable. Heuristics for reducing data

can be often seen as “reduction rules”, if considered from a parameterized view-

point.

The idea of kernelization can be illustrated using the VERTEX COVER problem. Samuel

Buss’ preprocessing algorithm [DF99] in Table 1.1 can be applied to any instance
�	� ��

of VERTEX COVER.

Step 1. Find all vertices in 	 of degree greater than�
, let � be the number of such vertices.

Step 2. If � M �
, then answer NO and halt.

Step 3. Else, discard all � vertices of degree at least�
and edges incident to these vertices and let�� 
 � U�.

Step 4. If the resulting graph 	� has more than
�� �� p N�

vertices, or more than
���

edges, answer NO and
halt.

Table 1.1: Preprocessing algorithm for VERTEX COVER.

When the algorithm terminates	� has size bounded by
����

=
�� ��pN�. Hence, VERTEX

COVER is kernelizable. Steps 1 and 2 of the algorithm are correct. Any vertex with degree

higher than
�

is part of a
�
-vertex cover, as otherwise all its neighbors must be included

in the vertex cover. If we have more than
�

of those, we immediately have a NO-instance.

Step 3 of the algorithm in Table 1.1 is also correct. If� has degree greater than
�
, it would

always be better to include� in
� �

instead of all its neighbors. Further,
��

vertices of

degree at most
�

can cover at most
���

edges, incident to
�� �� p N� vertices. This last fact

provides the
�� �� p N� 
 �� U���� p N� 
 K��.�

bound claimed in Step 4. This type
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of kernel is known asquadraticas it is quadratic in
�
. A better kernelization for VERTEX

COVER is given by a result of Nemhauser and Trotter [NT75] providing a size
H�

kernel,

linear in
�

[CKJ01].

Deleting vertices of high degree in VERTEX COVER is what we call areduction rule. For-

mally, a reduction rule is a parametric transformation of aninstance
�� � ��

into
��� � ���

,

where
�� 
 � ���

for some function
�
. If �� � 
 @, the running time of the transforma-

tion must be bounded by a polynomialj�@� ��, so that, in fact, this is a polynomial time

transformation as stated in Definition 1.14.

When we prove thesoundnessof a reduction rule for a problem�, what we prove is that�� � ��
is a YES-instance for� if and only if

��� � ���
is a YES-instance for�.

Continuing with the VERTEX COVER example, if the instance is
�	� ��

and 	 has a

pendant vertex� adjacent to a vertex (i.e., � has degree one and is its neighbor in	),

then it would not be worse, and could be better, to include in the vertex cover instead of�. Hence,
�	� ��

can be reduced to
�	� � � U N�, where	� 
 	 / is obtained from	 by

deleting.

One of the most important features of reduction rules is thatthey cancascade: after we

apply one of them another one may be triggered. Anirreducible instance (also called

reducedinstance) of a problem� with respect to a set of reduction rules
k

is an instance

which is no longer susceptible to the application of any of the reduction rules in
k

. How-

ever, we must ensure that the different reduction rules do not trigger each other ending up

in circular arguments. In the case of the VERTEX COVER problem, some more compli-

cated and much less obvious reduction rules can be found in the current state-of-the-art

FPT algorithms (see [BFR98, DFS99, NR99, Ste00, CKJ01, CG04]).
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1.5 CROWN REDUCTIONS

There is a type of reduction rule which plays a significant role in this thesis, thecrown

reduction. Traditionally, most reduction rules were limited to reduction rules based on

the structure of a fixed number of vertices. In [CFJ04] another type of reduction rule was

introduced which uses global structures of the following type:

Definition 1.15 A crown decomposition of a graph	 
 �����
is a partition of the set of

vertices of the graph into three non-empty sets1��
and� with the following properties:

1. 1 (the head)is a separator in	 such that there are no edges in	 between vertices

belonging to
�

and vertices belonging to�.

2.
� 
 �J � �� (the crown)is an independent set in	, and

�J��� form a partition

of
�

.

3. ��� � 
 �1 �, and there is a perfect matching between
�� and1.

Some problems whose instances admit crown decompositions can have reduction rules

using these decompositions. These reduction rules are calledcrown reductions.

We now illustrate, using the VERTEX COVER example, how an instance
�	� ��

of this

problem that admits a crown decomposition, can be reduced toan equivalent instance�	� � ��� where	� is obtained from	 by deleting both sets
�

and1 and
�� 
 � U �1 �.

Reduction Rule 1 [CFJ04] Let
�	� ��

be a graph instance that admits a crown decompo-

sition
���1���

. Let	� be	after deleting1 and
�

. Transform
�	� ��

into
�	� � �U�1 ��.

Soundness Lemma 1Reduction Rule 1 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 1.
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� U �1 � then	 has a vertex cover of

size
�

as we can place the vertices in1 in the vertex cover. Since
�

is an

independent set, the vertices in1 will cover all edges we are adding to the

graph.����We must show that if	 has a vertex cover of size
�

then	� has a vertex

cover of size
� U �1 �. Since1 is matched into

�
there exist�1 � independent

edges in�� � 1�. All these edges must be covered by some vertex and,

as they are independent, these vertices are different. Thus, when
� � 1 is

deleted, the size of
�

decreases by at least�1 �. Therefore,
�	� � � U �1 �� is a

YES-instance for VERTEX COVER.
a

Thecrown reductiongeneralizes the reduction rule for a degree one vertex for VERTEX

COVER, to one that admits a global structure [Fel03]. A crown is said to benontrivial if

both1 and
�

are not empty. It has been shown that by repeatedly applying the crown

reduction, a linear sized kernel can be obtained in polynomial time [CFJ04]. Since de-

termining whether a graph has a nontrivial crown decomposition is in P [ALS05], then

crown reductions provide a new way of producing a
H�

kernel for VERTEX COVER that

is different from the Nemhauser-Trotter algorithm.

To apply crown decompositions we need to know when we can expect to find one. A very

useful result in this regard appears in [CFJ04].

Lemma 1.3 [CFJ04] If graph 	 has an independent set
� � �

such that�� � M �� ����
then a non-trivialcrown decomposition

���1���
with

� � �
can be found inc��� �p�� �� time.

If we are able to find a large enough independent set in a graph instance, and the problem

we are solving admits a crown rule to reduce arbitrary instances, then the instance we are

solving will certainly admit a crown decomposition and thuswill be reduced by the crown

rule.
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Implementing crown rules to solve VERTEX COVER has proved an efficient way to solve

the problem. In [AL+03] and [AC+04] Langston et al. present acomparison of per-

formances of different algorithms for the VERTEX COVER problem. These experiments

demonstrate that crown rules can be faster to solve VERTEX COVER than other techniques

based on linear programming or network flow algorithms.

Crown decompositions can be modified to suit different problems. This has already be-

come a useful tool to obtain significantly smaller (often linear) sized problem kernels.

These modifications are known asmodeled crown decompositions. In the following chap-

ters we show examples of how to modify crown decomposition basic principles to address

different problems: we finddouble crownsandfat crownsin Chapter 5,fat-head crowns

in Chapter 6 and
�
-spike crownsin Chapter 8. These variations use an auxiliary graph to

reduce the size of the instances and will be explained in detail in those chapters. Other

modifications of the crown rule can be found in [FH+04] and [DFRS04].

1.6 OVERVIEW OF WORK

The work we present is divided into seven chapters. Each one of these chapters in-

troduces a fixed-parameter algorithm to solve a different problem. The problems are

MAX CUT, MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE, NONBLOCKER, �-STAR PACKING, EDGE-

DISJOINT TRIANGLE PACKING, MAX INTERNAL SPANNING TREE and MINIMUM

MAXIMAL MATCHING. Some of these problems had not been approached from a pa-

rameterized complexity viewpoint. Others had been studiedbefore, but themethod of

extremal structureprovides new insight and improves previous results.

The following results have been previously published: MAX CUT [P05], EDGE-DISJOINT

TRIANGLE PACKING [MPS04], MAX INTERNAL SPANNING TREE [PS03] and�-STAR

PACKING [PS04]. However, methodological differences, in some cases substantial, can

be found between the published results and those presented in this thesis. We also correct

several errors which appeared in those papers.
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The method of extremal structurehas been used to solve other graph problems such as

VERTEX DISJOINT TRIANGLE PACKING [FH+04] as well as non-graph problems such

as SET SPLITTING [DFR03].
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MAX CUT

M OTIVATION

MAX CUT is a well studied problem both within and outside the field of parameterized

complexity. The aim is to find a partition of the vertex set of agraph into two subsets

with at least
�

edges having endpoints on different sides of the partition.As a decision

problem, it was first proved NP-complete in 1976 [GJS76]. As an optimization problem,

it is APX-complete [PY91], approximable within a factor of 1.1383 [GW95], and admits

a PTAS if �� � 
 ���� . �� [AKK95]. We use the following natural parameterization of

MAX CUT:

MAX CUT

Instance: A graph	 
 �����
and a positive integer

�
Parameter:

�
Question: Is there a partition of the vertex set into two subsetsE and

F
such

that the size of the subset
�g 
 ��E�F�

is at least
�
?

The best known fixed-parameter algorithm for MAX CUT runs in timeK��� �p�� �p�]s<�
[MR99]. Fedin and Kulikov [FK02] give the current best knownexact algorithm for the

problem. The running time of this algorithm isK��%&���� �� ] H)�)�u�.
This chapter presents an example of themethod of extremal structurein its simplest form.

Some of the reduction rules and structural claims in this chapter have been previously

reported in [P05]. Overall, the results presented in this chapter simplify those of [P05].
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REDUCTION RULES

First observe that if there exists a vertex� � �
of degree at least

�
then, without loss of

generality,� can be placed inE and all its neighbors in
F

. Hence the set
�g 
 ��E�F�

has size at least
�
, proving the following statement:

Proposition 2.1 If there exists a vertex� � �
of degree at least

�
, then

�	� ��
is a YES-

instance forMAX CUT.

Reduction Rule 1 Let  � �
be a vertex of degree one and let� 
 ���. Transform�	� ��

into
�	 /�� U N�.

v

k’= k−1

v

k

u

Figure 2.1: Reduction Rule 1 for MAX CUT.

Soundness Lemma 1Reduction Rule 1 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 1.
����Assume	 is a graph which admits a

bipartition of its vertex set into two subsetsE and
F

with
�

edges in
�g 
��E�F�

. Assume without loss of generality that� is in the subsetE. By

deleting we reduce the number of edges in
�g by at most one as in the

worst case� is in
F

and
���� � �g.����Conversely, assume	� is a graph with a bipartition of its vertex set into

two subsetsE� and
F�

with
�UNedges in

�gg 
 ��E��F��
. Assume without

loss of generality that� is in E�. Assume that we add the vertex and the
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edge
���� to 	� to obtain	. By now placing in

F�
, we add one more edge

to
�gg. This constitutes a new instance with

�
edges in the cut betweenE�

and
F�

. Hence,
�	� ��

is a YES-instance for MAX CUT.
a

Reduction Rule 2 Let:, � and� be three vertices of degree two in	. Let��:� 
 ����,���� 
 �:� ��, ���� 
 �����. Let  0
 �. Let 	� be the graph obtained by deleting�
and� from	 and adding the edge

�:���. Transform
�	� ��

into
�	� � � U H�

.

k’=k−2

u

xzyx

u

k

v v

Figure 2.2: Reduction Rule 2 for MAX CUT.

Soundness Lemma 2Reduction Rule 2 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 2.����Assume	 is a graph which admits a bipartition of its vertex set into two

subsetsE and
F

with at least
�

edges in
�g 
 ��E�F�

. Two cases arise:

• Both and� are in the same side of the partition. Without loss of gener-

ality assume this side isE. In the worst case, the edges
��:�� �:���� ��� ��

and
����� are all in

�g. Then,: and� are in
F

and� is in E. By delet-

ing � and� three edges are lost from
�g. By adding

�:��� one is added.

The result is an instance with at least
� U H

edges in
�g.

• If  and� are in opposite sides of the partition then, again without loss

of generality, assume that � E and� � F
. Since we are trying to
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maximize the number of edges in the cut having all:, � and� in eitherE or
F

would never be part of an optimal solution. Thus, two cases

arise:

– If : and� are in
F

and� is in E, then
��:�� �:��� and

��� �� are

in
�g. By deleting� and� two edges are lost from

�g. By adding�:��� no edges are added to
�g since both: and� are in

F
. The

result is an instance with at least
� U H

edges in
�g.

– If : and� are inE and� is in
F

,
������ �:��� and

��� �� in
�g. By

deleting� and� three edges from
�g are lost. By adding

�:��� we

gain one edge to
�g since: is in E and� is in

F
. The result is also

an instance with at least
� U H

edges in
�g.����Assume that	� is a graph with a bipartition of its vertex set with at least� U H

edges in
�g. When adding� and� back two cases arise:

• If �� � � �	�� are on the same side of the partition then, without loss

of generality, assume that this side isE. If � is placed inE and:� � in
F

the edges
�:���, ��� �� and

����� are gained in
�g. In the worst case, if: was in

F
,
�:��� is lost. The result is an instance with two more edges

in
�g and thus

�	� ��
is a YES-instance for MAX CUT.

• If �� � � �	�� are in opposite sides of the partition then, without loss

of generality, assume that � E and� � F
. The vertex: could be in

eitherE or
F

. Assume first that: is in E. If � is placed in
F

and� inE, then the edges
�:���, ��� �� and

����� are in
�g and the edge

�:���
is lost. Thus

�	� ��
is a YES-instance for MAX CUT. If : is in

F
, then

by placing� in E and� in
F

, the edges
�:��� and

��� �� are in
�g and

thus
�	� ��

is a YES-instance for MAX CUT. a
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Reduction Rule 3 Let:, � and� be three vertices of degree two in	. Let��:� 
 ����,���� 
 �:� ��, ���� 
 ����. Let	� be the graph obtained by deleting:, � and� from	. Transform
�	� ��

into
�	� � � U s�

.

k’=k−4k

u

x y z

u

Figure 2.3: Reduction Rule 3 for MAX CUT.

Soundness Lemma 3Reduction Rule 3 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 3.����Suppose that
�	� ��

is a YES-instance of MAX CUT. Assume, without

loss of generality, that � E. In the worst case, the edges
��:�� �:���� ��� ��

and
���� are in all

�g. Thus,: and� are in
F

and� is inE. By deleting:, �
and� at most four edges are lost from

�g. Hence
�	� � �Us� is a YES-instance

for MAX CUT.����We have to prove that by adding to	� vertices:, � and �, we will

always obtain a solution with four more edges in
�g. Assume without loss

of generality that is in E. By placing: and� is in
F

and� is in E we gain

four edges in
�g, namely

��:�� �:���� ��� �� and
����. Hence

�	� ��
is a

YES-instance of MAX CUT.
a

Reduction Rule 4 Let	 be a connected graph. Let be an articulation vertex in	 and	 /  
 � � � , with � and� the two disjoint components arising when we delete.

Let 	� 
 	- � 	., where	- 
 � � � and	. 
 � � �� and� and�� are two new

vertices such that���� 
 � �� �� and����� 
 � �� ��. Transform
�	� ��

into
�	� � ��.
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u’’u’u

X Y G G
1 2

Figure 2.4: Reduction Rule 4 for MAX CUT.

Soundness Lemma 4Reduction Rule 4 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 4.����Assume that there exists a partition of
� �	� 
 E�F such that

��E�F� 
�g, ��g � G �
. Without loss of generality, assume that � E. LetE� 
 E/

and
F� 
 F

. Make both� and�� be inE�. The two setsE� and
F�

form

a bipartition of	- � 	. such that���E� �F��� G �
since no new edges are

created and the ones previously in
�g are in

��E� �F��
. Thus,

�	- �	.� �� is

a YES-instance for MAX CUT.����Suppose
�	- � 	.� �� is a YES-instance for MAX CUT. Let

� �	- �	.� 
 E� �F�
such that���E� �F��� G �

. Since is split into� and�� when

we merge them back into a single vertex two situations arise.Without loss of

generality either:

• Both� and�� are inE�. Then makingE� 
 E and
F� 
 F

and placing in E will make
�	� ��

a YES-instance for MAX CUT.

• Vertex � is in E� and�� is in
F�

. Then, for every vertex, in 	., if, � E�, make, � F�
, and if , � F�

, make, � E�. The instance�	- � 	.� �� is still a YES-instance for MAX CUT but now�� is in E�
and the previous case applies. a
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Reduction Rule 5 Let  and � be two adjacent vertices in
�

of degree two. Let and� be adjacent to the same vertex, � �
. Let 	� 
 	 / ����. Transform

�	� ��
into�	� � � U H�

.

w

k’= k−2

u v

w

k

Figure 2.5: Reduction Rule 5 for MAX CUT.

Soundness Lemma 5Reduction Rule 5 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 5.

Trivially follows from Reduction Rule 4. a
Reduction Rule 6 Let  be a vertex of degree two in

�
. Let��� 
 �:��� and

�:��� ��
. Let	� 
 	 / �� �:����, i.e.,	� is the graph obtained by deleting the vertex and

the edge (x,y) from	. Transform
�	� ��

into
�	� � � U H�

.

Soundness Lemma 6Reduction Rule 6 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 6.����Assume that
�	� ��

is a YES-instance of MAX CUT. Two cases arise:

• Both: and� are in the same side of the partition. By deleting at most

two edges from
�g are removed.
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x y

u

x y

k k’= k−2

Figure 2.6: Reduction Rule 6 for MAX CUT.

• If : and� are in opposite sides of the partition then
�:��� � �g. The

vertex always has one adjacency with a vertex on the other side of the

partition, which would add another element to the set
�g. By deleting

both
�:��� and the size of

�g is decreased by at most two.����Assume that
�	� � � UH�

is a YES-instance of MAX CUT. The vertices:
and� are independent as we have deleted

�:���. Two cases arise depending

on whether: and � are in the same or opposite sides of the partition and�	� ��
is a YES-instance of MAX CUT.

• Both : and � are in the same side of the partition. By adding and

placing it in the opposite side, two edges are added to
�g, namely

��:�
and

����.
• If : and� are in opposite sides of the partition then the edge

�:��� � �g
adds one edge to

�g. No matter where is placed it will add another

element to the set
�g. Thus the size of

�g is increased by two and
�	� ��

is a YES-instance of MAX CUT. a
Reduction Rule 4 can potentially split a graph instance

�	� ��
into several biconnected

components. We use the following result to prove Proposition 2.2.
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Proposition 2.2 Let	be a graph consisting of
(
disjoint connected components�	-�	.� ] ] ]	��.

Let the graph	� be recursively constructed as follows:

• For each	> q 	 select an arbitrary vertex:> � 	>.
• For each component	> with N � $ ` (

, merge:- and:> into a new vertex:- 7:> �
 :-. Make the resulting graph	2��4��6 �
 	�.
Then,

�	� ��
is a YES-instance forMAX CUT if and only if

�	� � �� is a YES-instance for

MAX CUT.

3
G

G
3

3
x

G
21

G

x

G

1

1
x

2
G

1
GG

2x

Figure 2.7: Example of construction of	� when
( 
 w

.

Proof of Proposition 2.2.����Assume that
�	� ��

is a YES-instance of MAX CUT, i.e., there exists a partition of� �	� 
 E � F
such that

��E�F� 
 �g, ��g � G �
. Assume that:- is in E. Then, we

can always find an indexing such that there exists an index
(�

such thatN ` (� ` (
, for all$ ` (� :> � 	> is in E and for all

(� � $ ` ( :> � 	> is in
F

. Then:

• For all $ ` (�
makeE� 
 E and

F� 
 F
.
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• For all
(� � $ ` (

, for each vertex, in 	>, if , � E, make, � F�
, and vice versa.

All vertices:> are inE�. The number of edges in
��E�F�

is the same as the number of

edges in
��E��F��

. Hence,
�	� � �� is a YES-instance for MAX CUT.����Assume that there exists a partition of

� �	�� 
 E� �F�
such that

��E��F�� 
 �gg,��gg � G �
. The vertex:- is an articulation vertex in	�. MakingE� 
 E and

F� 
 F
will provide a partition of	with at least

�
edges in

��E�F�
as the total number of edges

remains the same. Thus,
�	� ��

is a YES-instance of MAX CUT.
a

K ERNELIZATION AND BOUNDARY L EMMAS

In our analysis we only use Reduction Rules 1 to 5 and an instance is consideredreduced

when these rules are no longer applicable. Reduction Rule 6 is included since it may be

of interest from a practical point of view.

Lemma 2.1 (Kernelization Lemma) If an instance
�	� ��

is reduced and has at least
�

vertices or
H�

edges, then it is aYES-instance ofMAX CUT.

To prove the kernelization lemma we need to prove Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3, the

boundary lemmas.

Lemma 2.2 (Boundary Lemma - Vertices) Let
�	� ��

be a reduced instance ofMAX

CUT. Let
�	� ��

be aYES-instance and
�	� �p N� be aNO-instance ofMAX CUT. Then,

the number of vertices in	 is at most
�
.

Proof of Lemma 2.2.(By minimum counterexample) Let
�	� ��

be reduced, and a YES-

instance for MAX CUT. Let
�	� � p N� be a NO-instance of MAX CUT. Assume for

contradiction that�� �	�� G � p N.
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We can assume, without loss of generality, that	 consists only of one biconnected com-

ponent, since if there were more components, we can process each of them separately and

use Proposition 2.2 to splice all disjoint biconnected components together.

Consider, as a witness of the fact that
�	� ��

is a YES-instance of MAX CUT, a spanning

treeI in 	. Since this spanning tree has at least
� p N vertices, it has at least

�
edges.

Let’s denote the edge set ofI ,
��I � 
 �g. We construct a partition of the vertices in� 
 E � F

such that all edges in
�g are in

��E�F�
. Such a tree can be constructed as

follows. Choose any leaf� in I and place� in E. Consider the neighbor, of � in I and

place it in
F

. The edge
���� is in

�g. Recursively assign all neighbors inI of a vertex

in E to
F

and vice versa. For each one of the vertices placed inE (respectively,
F

) we are

augmenting the number of elements in
�g by one. Repeat this process until all vertices

are placed into eitherE or
F

.

B

A

T

Figure 2.8: Example of witness treeI with partition of vertex set intoE and
F

.

The graph	 has more edges which are not inI . We will call these edgesghost edges1.

We callghost neighborstwo vertices adjacent via a ghost edge.

We set the following inductive priority:� Among all counterexamples, consider those minimizing the number of leaves inI .

1In the figures ghost edges are represented by dotted lines.
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Structural Claims

Claim 1 	 has
� p N vertices.

Proof of Claim 1. Assume	 had more than
� p N vertices. Consider the

spanning treeI in 	. SinceI has at least
� p H

vertices then it has at least� p N edges. By construction, all these edges are in
�g. Hence, if	 has

more that
� p N vertices then

�	� � p N� is a YES-instance of MAX CUT,

contradicting the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2.
a

We have proved that the witness spanning treeI has size
� p N and we can partition the

vertex set
� 
 �E � F�

so that all edges inI are in
�g.

Claim 2 There are no ghost edges between vertices ofE and vertices of
F

.

Proof of Claim 2. SinceI has already
�

edges, any ghost edge betweenE
and

F
would make

�	� � p N� a YES-instance for MAX CUT, contradicting

the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2.
a

Claim 3 All leaves inI have degree two in	.

Proof of Claim 3.By Reduction Rule 1 there are no vertices of degree one

in 	. For contradiction suppose that there exists a leaf� in I with degree

at least three in	. Let the neighbor of� in I be vertex. Without loss of

generality assume that� is inE. By Claim 2 there are no ghost edges that link� to vertices in
F

and thus� must have at least two ghost neighbors:�� � E.

If we now move� to
F

then we lose the edge
���� from

�g but gain both���:� and
����� in

�g. Thus
�	� � p N� is a YES-instance for MAX CUT,

contradicting the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2.
a
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B
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Figure 2.9: Example of transformation in Claim 4.

Claim 4 There are no ghost edges between leaves and internal vertices inI .

Proof of Claim 4.Let � be a leaf ofI . Without loss of generality assume that� is in E. By Claims 2 and 3,� has a unique ghost neighbor � E. Let 9 be

the path from to � in I and let: be the neighbor of in this path. Since the

graph is reduced by Reduction Rule 4 then cannot be an articulation vertex

in 	, and thus there must exist a ghost edge going from the right subtreeI�
to the left subtreeIJ of the edge

��:�. Let this edge be
��� �� with � � I�

and� � IJ. We can now modify the solution witnessed byI by exchanging

the roles ofE and
F

in all vertices inIJ. By doing this we lose
��:� from�g but we gain

���� and
��� �� in

�g. Note that the we have modifiedI to

obtain another subgraph that is no longer a tree, but it certainly contains a cut

with
� p N edges.

Thus, if there existed a ghost edge between a leaf and an internal vertex inI ,
�	� � p N� would be a YES-instance for MAX CUT, contradicting the

hypotheses of Lemma 2.2.
a

Claim 5 Two leaves and� in I which are adjacent in	 cannot have the same parent, in I .
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Proof of Claim 5.Since and� must have degree two in	 by Claim 3, if

they are adjacent and have the same parent inI , then they form a dangling

triangle in	. This type of triangles is handled by Reduction Rule 5. Hence,

if  and� have the same parent, in I , the instance
�	� ��

is not reduced

under Reduction Rule 5. This contradicts the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2.
a

Claim 6 There are no ghost edges between leaves inI .

Proof of Claim 6.Let  and� be two leaves inI and assume for contradiction

that there is a ghost edge between them. Let9 be the path from to � in I .

Let : be the neighbor of in 9 , and let� be the other neighbor of: in 9 .

By Claim 2,  and � must be in the same side of the partition. By Claim

5, : cannot be the parent vertex of both and�. Without loss of generality

assume that and� are inE. The vertex: is then in
F

by hypothesis of the

witness structure. Since: is internal toI , two cases arise:

• Vertex: has degree at least three inI . We can modifyI by changing from E to
F

, losing the edge
�:�� from I (and thus from

�g) and

gaining
���� in the modified spanning tree (and thus in

�g). Now

vertex is a leaf in the modified spanning tree,: is still internal, as it

has degree at least two, but� is no longer a leaf. We have constructed a

new spanning tree with
� p N vertices such that all edges in the tree are

in
�g, but the number of leaves is decreased by one (see Figure 2.10).

This contradicts the inductive priority stating that the number of leaves

in I was minimum.

• Vertex : has degree two inI . Then since and � have degree two

in 	 (by Claim 3) and the graph is reduced by Reduction Rule 2 and

Reduction Rule 3,: cannot have degree two in	. Hence: must have a

ghost neighbor� in I and since: is in
F

this neighbor must also be inF
(by Claim 2). We can modifyE and

F
by changing from E to

F
.
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B
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y
xx

y

u

v

u
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Figure 2.10: Example of transformation in Claim 6 when: has degree at least three inI .

This way the edge
�:�� is no longer in

�g, but
���� is now in

�g. If: is moved toE, the edge
�:��� is no longer in

�g but
�:�� and

�:� ��
are now in

�g (see Figure 2.11).

A

B

yy
xx

u

v

u

v

zz

Figure 2.11: Example of transformation in Claim 6 when: has degree two inI .

The witness solution is no longer a tree, but it contains a cutwith
� p N

edges. Thus
�	� � p N� is a YES-instance for MAX CUT, contradicting

the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2. a
We have proved that if	 has

� p N vertices then the leaves ofI cannot have ghost

neighbors in either the leaves ofI or the internal vertices ofI . By Reduction Rule 1
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there are no vertices of degree one in	 and the leaves inI must have neighbors. We

have reached a contradiction. Therefore, if
�	� ��

is reduced,
�	� ��

is a YES-instance

and
�	� � p N� is a NO-instance for MAX CUT, then �� �	�� ` �

.
a

Lemma 2.3 (Boundary Lemma - Edges) Let
�	� ��

be a reduced instance ofMAX CUT.

Let
�	� ��

be aYES-instance and
�	� � p N� is a NO-instance ofMAX CUT. Then, the

number of edges in	 is less than
H�

.

Proof of Lemma 2.3. (By minimum counterexample) Assume that
�	� ��

is reduced

and admits a partition of
� �	�

into two subsetsE and
F

with
�g 
 ��E�F�

such that��g � 
 �
. Let

�	� � p N� be a NO-instance of MAX CUT. Assume for contradiction that���	�� G H�
.

Consider, as a witness of the fact that
�	� ��

is a YES-instance, a partition of the vertex

set
� 
 �E�F�

with
�

edges
���� � �

where � E and� � F
. These edges constitute�g.

The graph may have edges which are not in
�g. These edges are termedghost edges. Each

element � E has two degrees associated with it, namely
 !")��� and

 !")� ��. Note

that
 !")��� is the degree of in �E�. By Proposition 2.1 and the fact that

�	� � p N� is

a NO-instance,
 !")���+ !")� ��=  !"�� ` �

. Similarly, each element� � F
has two

degrees associated with it
 !")���� and

 !")� ���where
 !")� ��� is the degree of� in �F�

and
 !")����+ !")� ���=  !"��� ` �

.

Note that since
�	� ��

is a YES-instance and
�	� � p N� is a NO-instance,�J��  !")� ��= �3��  !")����= �

.

We set the following inductive priority:� Among all counterexamples, choose those minimizing�E�.
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Claim 1 For all  � E,
 !")����  !")� ��.

Proof of Claim 1. Assume that there exists a vertex in E contradicting

Claim 1. Moving to
F

causes the loss of
 !")� �� edges from

�g and the

gain of
 !")��� in

�g. Two cases arise:

• If
 !")���M !")� ��, then

�	� �pN� is a YES-instance for MAX CUT,

contradicting the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3.

• If
 !")���
  !")� ��, then moving to

F
implies that

�	� ��
is still

a YES-instance for MAX CUT as the number of edges lost from
�g is

the same as the number of edges gained. However, the size ofE has

decreased, contradicting the minimality ofE ensured by the inductive

priority. a
Claim 2 For all � � F

,
 !")����G  !")� ���.

Proof of Claim 2. If
 !")�����  !")����, moving� to E causes the loss of !")���� edges from
�g and the gain of

 !")� ��� edges. Thus,
�	� � p N� is

a YES-instance for MAX CUT, contradicting the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3.a
Claim 3 The number of ghost edges in the subgraph induced byE is less than

��H
.

Proof of Claim 3. By Claim 1,
�J��  !")���� �J��  !")� ��= �

. By

Euler’s theorem, the sum of the degrees in a graph is exactly twice the number

of edges. Thus,���E�� 
 �J��  !")���H � �J��  !")���H 
 �H 8 a
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Claim 4 The number of ghost edges in the subgraph induced by
F

is at most
��H

.

Proof of Claim 4. By Claim 2,
�3��  !")� ���` �3��  !")����= �

. By

Euler’s theorem, the sum of the degrees in a graph is exactly twice the number

of edges. Thus,���F�� 
 �3��  !")� ���H ` �3��  !")����H 
 �H 8 a
The total number of edges in	 is

��E�F�
plus the ghost edges in�E� and �F�. Thus,���	�� 
 ��g �p ���E��p ���F�� � � p �H p �H 
 H�8 a

Now we prove Lemma 2.1. This lemma states that if
�	� ��

is a reduced instance and has

at least
�

vertices or
H�

edges, then it is a YES-instance of MAX CUT.

Proof of Lemma 2.1. (Kernelization Lemma) Assume in contradiction to the stated

Lemma 2.1 that there exists a graph instance
�	� ��

such that�� �	�� M �
or ���	�� M H�

but
�	� ��

is a NO-instance for MAX CUT.

Let
�� � �

be the largest
��

for which
�	� ���

is a YES-instance. By Lemma 2.2 we know

that �� �	�� ` �� � �
. This contradicts the assumption.

Let
�� � �

be the largest
��

for which
�	� ���

is a YES-instance. By Lemma 2.3 we know

that ���	�� ` H�� � H�
. This contradicts the assumption.

a
ALGORITHM AND RUNNING T IME ANALYSIS

In the previous section we proved a kernel for the problem of size
�

in the number of

vertices and
H�

in the number of edges. In Table 2.1 we provide an algorithm tosolve

MAX CUT.
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Step 1. Apply reduction rules 1 to 5 to
�	� ��

until the
instance is reduced.

Step 2. If ���	�� G H�
or �� �	�� G �

then answer YES and
halt.

Step 3. If �� �	�� � <. then try all possible partitions
of the vertex set into two subsets E and

F
and

count the number of edges between them. If
there are more than

�
answer YES.

Step 4. Else if �� �	�� G <. then find a maximum cut in the
kernel using the algorithm in [FK02]. If the
cut has size greater than

�
answer YES.

Step 5. If the answer is YES in Step 3 or Step 4, an-
swer YES and halt.

Step 6. Else answer NO and halt.

Table 2.1: FPT algorithm to solve MAX CUT.

Lemma 2.4 MAX CUT can be solved in timeKg�N8sNs<�.
Proof of Lemma 2.4.We will analyze each step in the algorithm separately.

Step 1. Reduction Rule 1 can be performed in linear time in the size of
�

as there

are at most�� � vertices of degree one, and deleting them can be done in constant time.

Reduction Rule 2 is concerned with finding vertices of degreetwo and checking if both

their neighbors have also degree two. This operation can be performed in timeK��� ��
as the number of vertices of degree two can be at most�� � and the transformation can

be done in constant time. Similarly, Reduction Rules 3 and 5 can be performed in timeK��� ��.
In Reduction Rule 4 we must find the articulation vertices in	. There are at most�� �such

vertices and each one can be found in timeK��� �.�. The running time of this reduction

rule is thusK��� �C�.
The running time of Step 1 is bounded by sum of the running times of the four reduction

rules,K��� �C�.
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Step 2. This step can be performed in timeK���
.

Step 3. The total number of different partitions in a graph with@ vertices is
HB=- U N.

Counting the number of vertices can be done in timeK���
since the graph is reduced. If

this number is at most
��H

we try all partitions. Checking how many edges exist in the

bipartite subgraph induced by each partition of
� �	�

intoE�F
can always be performed

in timeK���
since there are only

H�
edges in the graph. Thus the running time of Step 3

is K�� ] H<�.� 
 Kg�N8sNs<�.
Step 4. Applying the exact algorithm proposed by Fedin and Kulikov[FK02] to the

kernel leads to a running time ofKg�N8sNs<�, as the running time of their algorithm isK��%&���� �� ] H)�)�u�, and by Step 2 we know that the graph has at most
H�

edges.

Again, checking if the cut has size greater than
�

can be performed in timeK���
since

there are only
H�

edges in the graph.

Thus the running time of Step 4 isK��%&���� �� ] H)�)�u� 
 Kg�N8sNs<�.
Step 5 and Step 6. This last part of the algorithm can be performed in constanttime.

Thus, the total running time of this algorithm is the minimumof the running times of

Steps 3 and 4 and MAX CUT can be solved in timeKg�N8sNs<�. a
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MAX LEAF

M OTIVATION

The problem of finding a spanning tree with many leaves in a graph is of practical interest

in areas such as network design [CWY00]. The parameterized version of the problem,

where we take as a parameter the number of leaves is defined as follows:

MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE

Instance: A connected graph	 
 �����
and a positive integer

�
Parameter:

�
Question: Does	 have a spanning treeI with at least

�
leaves?

As a classical decision problem, MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE was first proved NP-

complete by Garey and Johnson [GJ79]. It is APX-complete [GMM97] and approximable

within a factor of 2 [S98]. The best known parameterized algorithm to date achieves a

kernel size of
s�

and a running time ofKg�v8sv<� [BBW03].

There are many related problems about spanning trees that maximize an objective func-

tion. In Chapter 7 we will consider the parameterized problem of finding a tree with

at least
�

internal vertices, proving that it is in FPT. In [GMM94] it is shown that the

problems of finding a spanning tree that has maximum sum of thedistances between all

pairs of vertices, or maximum sum of the distances from a specified root, are not in PTAS

unless P
 NP.
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The proof of Reduction Rule 1 and Structural Claims 1- 7 in this chapter were first

sketched in [FM+00].

REDUCTION RULES

If I is a spanning tree for	, the set of internal vertices ofI is denoted
�

and the set of

leaves ofI is denotedd.

Reduction Rule 1 Let  and� be two adjacent vertices of degree greater than one in	
and

���� � ��	�
be a bridge in	. Let	� 
 	2J436, the graph obtained by merging

and� into a new vertex 7 �. Transform
�	� ��

into
�	� � ��.

v

k

x yy

v

x

u

k

u

Figure 3.1: Reduction Rule 1 for MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE.

Soundness Lemma 1Reduction Rule 1 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 1.

First, we must point out that if
���� is a bridge in	 and both and� have

degree greater than one, they must be internal to any spanning treeI in 	.

Otherwise the spanning tree would not be connected. Similarly, an articula-

tion vertex in	 is always internal to any spanning tree in	, as otherwise the

spanning tree would not connect the two components which thearticulation

vertex is separating.
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the vertex 7 � be internal to theI � and leaving the rest of the tree as inI .

The number of leaves remains the same.����Let I � be a spanning tree with
�

leaves in	� 
 	2J436. The articulation

vertex 7 � in 	� is an internal vertex ofI �. If we expand this articulation

vertex to create	, we can construct a new treeI by adding the edge
���� toI , making and� internal vertices. The number of leaves remains the same.a

Reduction Rule 2 Let  and � be two adjacent vertices of degree two in	, such that���� � ��	�
is not a bridge. Let��� 
 ���:� and ���� 
 ����. Let 	� 
	 / ����. Transform

�	� ��
into

�	� � ��.
vu

yx

k

u

x

k

y

v

Figure 3.2: Reduction Rule 2 for MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE.

Soundness Lemma 2Reduction Rule 2 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 2.����Let
�	� � �� be a YES-instance. LetI � be a spanning tree in	� with at

least
�

leaves. After adding the edge
���� to

��	�
, I � will also be a span-

ning tree for	 with at least
�

leaves, as adding an edge will never decrease

the number of leaves in an existing spanning tree for	. Thus,
�	� ��

is also

a YES-instance for MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE. Note that this argument is

valid whether: 
 � or : 0
 �.
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 �.

1. Vertices and� are both leaves inI . In this case deleting
���� has no

effect on the number of leaves inI .

2. Vertex is internal toI and� is a leaf ofI . Since has degree 2, then

the edge
���� is in I . In this case deleting

����will make a leaf for

a new treeI � in 	�. Vertex� can be made a leaf ofI � by including the

edge
����� in I �, thus not decreasing the total number of leaves. The

instance
�	� � �� is therefore a YES-instance.

3. Vertices and� are both internal toI . Thus, the edge
���� belongs

to I . Since
���� is not a bridge, there is at least one path in	 to get

from  to � which does not use
����. AsI is a tree not all edges in this

path are part ofI so there exist two vertices� and�� such that the edge

between them is not in
��I �. If we delete

���� from I and add
�� � ���

to I we have a new spanning tree. In the worst case both� and�� were

leaves inI and thus we lose two leaves. We gain two leaves as and� have now become leaves. Thus,
�	 / ����� �� is a YES-instance for

MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE.

The proof in the case of: 
 � is identical in Cases 1 and 2. The last case is

not applicable as it is not possible that and� are both internal vertices toI
when: 
 � (otherwise there would be a cycle inI ). a

Reduction Rule 3 Let be a vertex of degree one in	. Let��� 
 , and� ���,�� /�,� 0
 �. Let 	� be the graph obtained by deleting from 	 and making a clique out

of ��,�, i.e., for each pair of vertices:�� � � �,��: 0
 �, we add
�:��� to

��	�
if the

edge
�:��� �� ��	�

. Transform
�	� ��

into
�	� � ��.
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u
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ww

Figure 3.3: Reduction Rule 3 for MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE.

Soundness Lemma 3Reduction Rule 3 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 3.����Assume
�	� ��

is a YES-instance of MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE. As-

sumeI is a spanning tree with
�

leaves in	. A vertex of degree one must be

a leaf inI . Thus, is internal toI . If we delete and make a clique out of

all the neighbors of, then in the worst case we will be losing one leaf ofI .

We must show that by making a clique out of all neighbors of, we always

gain a leaf back. Two possibilities arise:

• If , has degree two inI , then by deleting, vertex, becomes a leaf in

the new spanning treeI � of 	�. The total number of leaves remains the

same.

• If , has degree greater than two inI , there exists a vertex� in ��,�
also internal to the tree since��� �,�� / �,� 0
 �. Let �  �,� 
�����-� �. � 8 8 8 � �¡�. The edges�����-�� ����.�� 8 8 8 � ����¡�� are not inI as otherwise we would have cycles. LetI � be a spanning tree for	� constructed as follows. The treeI � is equal toI for all edges inI
except for the edges

�,��>�� $ 
 N� 8 8 8 � ¢. In this case we remove
�,��>�

from
��I � and add

����>� to
��I ��. By doing this, we create a new leaf

out of , without losing any of the leaves we had previously inI . The
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treeI � has
�

leaves and thus
�	� � �� is a YES-instance for MAX LEAF

SPANNING TREE.

w

u

v
v

v1 2

w

v
v

v1 2

T T’

Figure 3.4: Transformation fromI to I � after deleting vertex.

����Suppose
�	� � �� is a YES-instance of MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE. LetI � be a spanning tree with

�
leaves in	�. If we add the vertex to 	�, in the

worst case we would be appending to an existing leaf ofI �. We lose one

leaf inI � but becomes a leaf inI , a spanning tree for	. If  is adjacent to

an internal vertex inI � then we make a leaf ofI , constructing a spanning

tree for	 with
� p N leaves. In either case the number of leaves does not

decrease and
�	� ��

is a YES-instance for MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE.
a

An instance
�	� ��

of MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE is consideredreducedwhen Reduc-

tion Rules 1, 2, and 3 can no longer be applied.

In the last section of this chapter we provide an algorithm tosolve MAX LEAF SPANNING

TREE that makes use of acatalytic vertex. A catalytic vertex is a vertex of degree at least

three in	 which we force to be internal in the spanning tree. We performapply this

algorithm to an instance which is first reduced and thencatalyzed, i.e., a reduced instance

of MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE where a vertex of degree at least three is designated as

catalytic. Hence, here we define the corresponding annotated problem:
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ANNOTATED MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE

Instance: A connected graph	 
 �����
with acatalyticvertex£ � �

of

degree at least three, and a positive integer
�

Parameter:
�

Question: Does	 have a spanning treeI with at least
�

leaves such that£ � �
?

Lemma 3.1 shows how tode-catalyzean instance of ANNOTATED MAX LEAF SPANNING

TREE, i.e., how to transform an instance
�	�£� �� with catalytic vertex£ of ANNOTATED

MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE into an instance
�	� � ��� of MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE.

Lemma 3.1 (De-catalyzation Rule) Let
�	�£� �� be an instance ofANNOTATED MAX

LEAF SPANNING TREE with catalytic vertex£. Let	� be the graph obtained by adding

a vertex: and the edge
�£�:� to 	. Then,

�	�£� �� is a YES-instance forANNOTATED

MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE if and only if
�	� � �pN� is a YES-instance forMAX LEAF

SPANNING TREE.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 3.1.
����Let

�	�£� �� be a YES-instance of

ANNOTATED MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE with catalytic vertex£ � �
. In

the instance
�	� � �� 
 � p N� constructed as described above,: will be a new

leaf adjacent to£ in the tree. Thus,
�	� � � p N� is a YES-instance for MAX

LEAF SPANNING TREE.����Conversely, assume
�	� � �pN� is a YES-instance of MAX LEAF SPAN-

NING TREE. Since: is always a leaf in any spanning tree in	�, its neighbor£
will always be internal. Thus, when we remove:, its neighbor£ can be made

a catalytic vertex without losing any information about	. As we have deleted

a leaf,
�	�£� �� is a YES-instance for ANNOTATED MAX LEAF SPANNING

TREE.
a

Observe that the de-catalyzation rule is only used once. This is important, since this is a

transformation which actually enlarges the instance.
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K ERNELIZATION AND BOUNDARY L EMMAS

We denote as
�	�£� �� the instance of ANNOTATED MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE ob-

tained from
�	� ��

of MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE by choosing a catalytic vertex. We

define areducedinstance of ANNOTATED MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE as a reduced

instance of MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE where a vertex£ of degree at least three has

been designated as catalytic. Without loss of generality, we say that
�	�£� �� is reduced

under Reduction Rule 1 if
�	� ��

is reduced under Reduction Rule 1. Similarly we define

being reduced under Reduction Rules 2 and 3.

Lemma 3.2 (Kernelization Lemma) Let 	 a connected graph with a catalytic vertex£ � �
. If

�	�£� �� is reduced and	 has at least
t8rt�

vertices, then
�	�£� �� is a YES-

instance forANNOTATED MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE.

To prove the kernelization lemma we need to prove Lemma 3.3, the boundary lemma.

Lemma 3.3 (Boundary Lemma) Let	 be a connected graph with a catalytic vertex£ ��
. Let

�	�£� ��be reduced. Suppose that
�	�£� �� is aYES-instance and that

�	�£� �pN�
is a NO-instance forANNOTATED MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE. Then the number of

vertices of	 is less than
t8rt�

.

Proof of Lemma 3.3.(By minimum counterexample)

By hypothesis of minimum counterexample
�	�£� �� is a YES-instance and

�	�£� �pN� is

a NO-instance. Hence, there exists a treeI in 	, not necessarily spanning, with
�

leaves.

This tree will act as a witness that
�	�£� �� is a YES-instance.

It is important to note that any such treeI can be inductively extended to construct a

spanning tree with at least
�

leaves. If the vertex� we are adding is adjacent to an internal

vertex in I , we add the edge
���� to the new spanning tree, constructing a tree with
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one more leaf. If� is only adjacent to leaves inI we choose one of them,,, and add the

edge
���,� to the new spanning tree. The new tree we have constructed in this case has

the same number of leaves asI .

All vertices not inI are termedoutsiders, and we denote the outsider set byc. In I we

distinguish three types of vertices:d, the leaves;
�
, the internals; and

��, thebranches,

those internal vertices having more than two tree-edges incident to them. Let the catalytic

vertex£ � �
be theroot of I . Let

 ���£� be the distance inI between any vertex� � I
and the root vertex£.

T

O

L

I, IB
r

Figure 3.5: Example of witness treeI .

We set the following inductive priorities:� Among all witnesses, consider those minimizing�I �.� Among all witnesses subject to the previous inductive priority, consider those minimiz-

ing
�¤�¥  �&� £�.

Structural Claims

Claim 1 Every vertex ind has at most one neighbor inc.

Proof of Claim 1.If a leaf  � d has two neighbors��, in c then we could

extendI by making an internal node to the tree and� and, leaves. The
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instance
�	�£� � p N� would therefore be a YES-instance for ANNOTATED

MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE, contradicting our hypothesis.
a

Claim 2 No vertex in
�

has any neighbors inc.

Proof of Claim 2.If there is a vertex � �
with a neighbor� in c then we can

make� a leaf ofI and thus
�	�£� � p N� is a YES-instance for ANNOTATED

MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE, contradicting our hypothesis.
a

Claim 3 There are no vertices of degree greater than two in�c�.
Proof of Claim 3.Assume that a vertex of degree three or greater exists in�c�. Let �:��� �� � �)¦��. Sincec has no neighbors in

�
, by Claim 2,

we can find a path9 to  from a leaf� � d. If 9 contains the edge
����

then we can construct a new tree in which we add the vertices�:�� and�. We lose� as a leaf inI but we gain:�� and � and thus
�	�£� � p N�

would be a YES-instance for ANNOTATED MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE,

a contradiction. If9 does not contain the edge
���� then without loss of

generality assume that9 goes through: before reaching. If we extendI
to include9 then we can add two leaves toI , namely� and�, while only

losing one leaf,�. Thus,
�	�£� � p N� is a YES-instance for ANNOTATED

MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE, contradicting our hypothesis.
a

Claim 4 There are no cycles in�c�.
Proof of Claim 4. Assume there exists a cycle

�
in �c�. Sincec has no

neighbors in
�
, by Claim 2, we can find a path9 to a vertex: � �

from a

leaf� in d. Since: is part of a cycle, it has two neighbors inc, namely� and� not in9 . If we extendI to include9�� and� then� and� can be added as
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leaves, while only losing one leaf,�. Thus,
�	�£� �pN� is a YES-instance for

ANNOTATED MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE, contradicting our hypothesis.
a

Note that by Claims 3 and 4, the graph�c� induced byc is composed of disjoint paths

as there are no cycles and no vertex has degree greater than two.

Claim 5 Internal vertices of the disjoint paths of�c� have degree two in	, i.e., they are

not adjacent to vertices inI .

Proof of Claim 5.Assume there exists a vertex: in one of the disjoint paths

and that: is adjacent to a leaf� in I . Assume: is an internal vertex to

the path, with two neighbors�� � � c. If we extendI to include:, � and� then we can add two leaves toI , namely� and �, while only losing one

leaf, �. Thus,
�	�£� � p N� is a YES-instance for ANNOTATED MAX LEAF

SPANNING TREE, a contradiction.
a

Claim 6 The maximum length of a path in�c� is two, i.e., each one of the disjoint paths

in �c� has at most three vertices.

Proof of Claim 6. Assume there exists a path in�c� with length three or

greater. By Claim 5, the internal vertices in the path have degree two in	.

By Reduction Rule 1 there are no bridges in	. Then, there are two adjacent

vertices of degree two in	 and the edge between them is not a bridge. This

contradicts the hypothesis that
�	�£� �� is reduced under Reduction Rule 2.

a
Claim 7 The size ofc is at most

Cu �.

Proof of Claim 7. There are no paths of length greater than two by Claim

6, thus there are only three possible types of structures inc which do not
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contradict the fact that
�	�£� �� is a reduced instance. These three types must

be paths of length zero, one or two (typesE�F
and

�
, respectively, as shown

in Figure 3.6). We know there are exactly
�

leaves inI and the endpoints of

the paths inc are leaves by Claim 2. Hence, the worst case is provided by

paths whose endpoints have as few neighbors inI as possible.

T

O
type A type Ctype B

Figure 3.6: Example of the three types of paths inc.

- A path of typeE must have at least two different neighbors ind as there

are no vertices of degree one inc by Reduction Rule 3. Since we know

that there are exactly
�

leaves inI , and we want to minimize the number of

outsiders, the worst-case ratio of outsiders to leaves provided by this type of

paths occurs when there is one outsider for every two leaves.The worst-case

ratio is thus 2:1.

- A path of type
F

has at least three different neighbors inI . This is due to

the fact that both endpoints of the path must have neighbors in I as there are

no vertices of degree one in	 by Reduction Rule 3, and if each endpoint had

only one neighbor in	 then we would have two adjacent vertices of degree

two and the instance would not be reduced under Reduction Rules 1 and 2.

The worst-case ratio provided by this type of path is 3:2.

- A path of type
�

has at least four different neighbors inI . This is due to
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the fact that both endpoints of the path must have neighbors in I , there are no

vertices of degree one in	 by Reduction Rule 3, and if either endpoint had

only one neighbor in	 then we would have two adjacent vertices of degree

two and the instance would not be reduced under Reduction Rules 1 and 2.

The worst-case ratio provided by this type of path is 4:3.

The worst ratio of outsiders to leaves is provided by type
�

paths, requiring

three outsiders for every four leaves in the worst case. Thisimplies the
Cu �

bound stated by the claim.
a

Claim 8 If �� � M H
, then for every leaf� in d the parent of� in I is in

��.

Proof of Claim 8.If �� � M H
then any leaf indmust have at least one neighbor�� in �

such that
������ � ��I �. Assume in contradiction that�� �� ��. Then

the degree of�� in I is two and we can construct a treeI � with
�

leaves

by removing the edge
������ from I . In this new tree�� is a leaf and thus�	�£� �� is a YES-instance for ANNOTATED MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE.

However,�I � � � �I �, contradicting the first inductive priority.
a

Claim 9 The size of
�� is at most

� U H
.

Proof of Claim 9.We prove this claim by induction on
�
.

• (Base Case)If I has only two leaves thenI is a path and thus there are

no branching vertices inI . The size of
�� is at most

� U H
, as required.

• (Inductive Hypothesis)Assume it is true that any tree with
� U N leaves

has at most
� U w

branching vertices.

• (Inductive Step)Consider the treeI with
�

leaves. If �� � 
 H
then

any tree in	 has at most
� 
 H

leaves and we are in the base case.

Otherwise, if �� � M H
, by Claim 8 the parent, of any leaf� in I
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must be a branching vertex. LetI � be the subtree obtained fromI by

removing�. Since, is a branching vertex andI � has
� U N leaves, by

the inductive hypothesisI � has at most
� U w

branching vertices. InI ,

two cases arise:

– If , is a branching vertex inI � thenI has at most
� Uw

branching

vertices. As
� U w � � U H

, the number of branching vertices inI
is at most

� U H
, as required in the inductive step.

– If , is not a branching vertex inI � then it becomes a branching

vertex forI when we add�. ThusI has at most
� Uwp N 
 � UH

branching vertices, completing the proof of Claim 9. a
So far, a bound has been found for the size ofd, c and

��. To complete the proof we

must also bound the size of
� /��. We say that two vertices in

�� are consecutive if there

is a path9 in I between them containing only vertices in
� / ��. Note that all vertices

in this path are internal vertices with degree two inI . We say that an edge
���� is a

non-tree edge if
���� �� I .

Claim 10 There are at most three vertices in
� / �� between every two consecutive ver-

tices in
��.

Proof of Claim 10.Let 9 be the path inI between two consecutive branch

vertices. Assume in contradiction that there are at least four non-branch ver-

tices in9 . Assume that������ �,�
are the first four vertices in this path.

We assume that these four vertices are ordered from left to right, giving an

orientation to the tree. Let£ be the root of the treeI .

By Reduction Rule 1, there are no bridges in a reduced instance
�	�£� ��. In

particular, the edge
������ � �

cannot be a bridge in	. Hence, by Reduction
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Rule 2, there exists at least one non-tree edge between� or �� and a vertex: in 	. Without loss of generality assume that vertex is��. We are going to

analyze all possible cases for the position of vertex:.

- Vertex: cannot be inc as there are no non-tree edges between vertices in�
and vertices inc by Claim 2. Thus: must be either in

�
or in d.

- Vertex: cannot be in the subtree to the left of�, I3 as otherwise a treeI �
can be constructed by adding

�:���� to I � and removing
���� as shown in

Figure 3.7.

u v’ wv

xx

wu v v’

Figure 3.7: Transformation fromI to I � when: is in I3.
The resulting treeI � is a new witness tree. In the worst case: was a leaf and

we have lost: as a leaf of the tree, but gained two leaves, namely and�.

Thus,
�	�£� � p N� is YES-instance for ANNOTATED MAX LEAF SPANNING

TREE, contradicting the hypothesis of Lemma 3.3.

- Vertex: cannot be internal inI35, as otherwise a treeI � can be constructed

by adding
�:���� to I � and removing

��� �,�. In I � vertex, is a leaf and thus�	�£� �pN� is YES-instance for ANNOTATED MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE,

contradicting the hypothesis of Lemma 3.3.

- Therefore the non-tree edge should be between�� and a leaf: � I35. Let :�
be the parent of: in I . Two cases arise depending on the position of£, the

root ofI :

• The root£ is in the subtree to the left of�, I3. A treeI � can be con-

structed by adding
�:���� to I � and removing

�:�:��. In I � vertex:
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is still a leaf. However, the distance between the root£ and: has de-

creased by at least two. All other distances from£ to the rest of leaves

in I remain equal, and thus we have reached a contradiction with the

second inductive priority.

• The root£ is in the subtree to the right of��, I35 (see Figure 3.8). By

Reduction Rule 1, there are no bridges in a reduced instance
�	�£� ��.

In particular, the edge
���� � �

cannot be a bridge in	. Hence, by

Reduction Rule 2, there exists at least one non-tree edge between or �
and a vertex� in 	. Using a symmetrical argument to the one described

above we can see that� cannot bec or in I35. Thus, there exists at least

one non-tree edge between or � and a vertex� in I3. Let �� be the

neighbor of� in a path9 from � to  in I .

l l

rr

y

y’

y

y’

u wv v’ u v’v w

Figure 3.8: Transformation fromI to I � when£ is in I35.
A tree I � can be constructed by adding

����� or
���� to I � and re-

moving
������. Since£ is in the subtreeI35, all leaves in the subtree to

the left of ��, I§5, are at the same distance from the root as they were

in I . However, the distance between the£ and the leaves in subtree to

the right of� has decreased by at least two. This contradicts the second

inductive priority. a
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Claim 11 The number of non-branching vertices in
�

is at most
w�� U w�

.

Proof of Claim 11.By Claim 9 there are at most
�UH

vertices in
��. There are

thus at most
� U w

positions inI where the non-branching vertices between

vertices in
�� could be placed. By Claim 10 there are at most three non-

branching vertices between every two vertices in
��. Thus, there are at mostw�� U w�

non-branching vertices between any vertices in
��. By Claim 8 no

non-branching vertices can occur between vertices in
�� and vertices ind.

Hence, the total number of non-branching vertices is at most
w�� U w�

.
a

The total number of vertices is thus�� � 
 �d� p ��� � p �� / �� � p �c�. SinceI has
�

leaves by the hypothesis in the boundary lemma,�d� 
 �
. By Claim 9, ��� � ` � U H

and

by Claim 11,�� / �� � ` w�� U w�
. The number of outsiders,�c�, is at most

Cu � by Claim

7. Thus,�� � ` � p � U H p w�� U w� p Cu � � t8rt�
as stated by the boundary lemma.

a
Now we prove Lemma 3.2. This lemma states that if

�	�£� �� is a reduced instance

with a catalytic vertex£ � �
, and �� �	�� G t8rt�

, then
�	�£� �� is a YES-instance for

ANNOTATED MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE.

Proof of Lemma 3.2. (Kernelization Lemma) Assume in contradiction to the stated

Lemma 3.2 that there exists a graph instance
�	�£� �� of size �� �	�� G t8rt�

which has

no
�
-leaf spanning tree.

Let
�� � �

be the largest
��

for which
�	�£� ��� is a YES-instance. By the boundary

lemma we know that�� �	�� � t8rt�� � t8rt�
. This contradicts the assumption.

a
ALGORITHM AND RUNNING T IME ANALYSIS

In the previous section we proved a kernel for ANNOTATED MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE

of size
t8rt�

in the number of vertices. In Table 3.2 we provide an algorithm to solve

MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE.
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First, the algorithm applies Reduction Rules 1, 2 and 3. If, when these rules are no

longer applicable, the instance does not contain vertices of degree one and two, then the

following theorem, first conjectured by Linial and Sturtevant and proved in [KW91] by

Kleitman and West, applies:

Theorem 3.1 [KW91] Every connected graph	 
 �����
with minimum degree at least

three has a spanning tree with at least
-u �� � p H

leaves. Moreover, such a spanning tree

can be determined in polynomial time.

Therefore, if there are no vertices of degree two in	 then the graph has a spanning tree

with
�� G -u �� � p H

leaves. Thus, if in the instance
�	� ��

we have�� � G s� U x
, then�� G u<=¨u p H 
 �

and we can answer YES.

If there are vertices of degree two, then the algorithm selects any of them,�. Since the

instance is reduced under Reduction Rules 1, 2 and 3, both neighbors of� must have

degree at least three. Furthermore, at least one of these neighbors must be internal to any

spanning tree for	, as otherwise the tree would not be connected. Thus, one of them may

be chosen as the catalytic vertex. Once the catalytic vertexis chosen we have a reduced

instance of ANNOTATED MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE. This instance, as we showed in

the previous section, has a kernel of size at most
t8rt�

.

In the algorithm we call the subroutine in Table 3.1 to choosea set of
�

vertices in	 and

check whether they can be leaves of a treeI in 	.

Step 1. Try all ways of choosing a set � of
�
vertices

in 	.
Step 2. For each such set � check if:

2.1
� /� is connected, and

2.2
� /� is a dominating set.

Table 3.1: Subroutine to solve MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE.
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Step 1. Apply Reduction Rules 1, 2 and 3 until they can
no longer be applied.

Step 2. If there are no vertices of degree two in 	,
then:
2.1 If �� �	�� G s� U x

, then answer YES and
halt.
2.2 Else, apply the subroutine in Table 3.1 and

go to Step 6.
Step 3. Else, if there exists a vertex � in

�
of degree

two, then let ���� = �:���.
Step 4. Make £ = : and consider the corresponding in-

stance of ANNOTATED MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE.
4.1 If �� �	�� M t8rt�

then answer YES and halt.
4.2 Otherwise de-catalyze the instance and

apply the subroutine in Table 3.1. If
the answer is YES for any set � in the
subroutine, answer YES and halt.

Step 5. Make £ = � and consider the corresponding in-
stance of ANNOTATED MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE.
5.1 If �� �	�� M t8rt�

then answer YES and halt.
5.2 Otherwise de-catalyze the instance and

apply the subroutine in Table 3.1.
Step 6. If the answer is YES for any set � in the sub-

routine, answer YES and halt.
Step 7. Else answer NO and halt.

Table 3.2: FPT algorithm to solve MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE.

Lemma 3.4 If 	has n vertices, the subroutine in Table 3.1 can be solved in timeK�@. �B<��.
Proof of Lemma 3.4.

A graph	 with @ vertices has a spanning tree with
�

leaves if and only if	 has a con-

nected dominating set of size@ U �
. Thus if we can find a connected dominating set in� /� then the graph	 would certainly have a spanning tree with at least�� � leaves, and

thus
�	� ��

would be a YES-instance for MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE.

Checking if
� / � is connected can be done in linear time in�� �. Checking if

� / �
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dominates	 requires to show if every element in� has at least one neighbor in�. Since

each element in� has at most@ U N neighbors, dominance can be checked in quadratic

time in@. There are�B<� ways of choosing
�

vertices in a set with@ vertices, and thus the

total running time for the subroutine isK�@. �B<��. a
Lemma 3.5 TheMAX LEAF SPANNING TREE problem can be solved in timeKg�Ns8Ht<�.
Proof of Lemma 3.5.

Step 1: Reduction Rule 1 can be performed in timeK��� �� as it is concerned with iden-

tifying bridges in	 and then performing a constant-time operation. Reduction Rule 3

can be performed only�� � times. The action of making a clique out of the neighbors of

the vertex can be carried out in quadratic time and thus the running time of this step isK��� �.�.
Reduction Rule 2 can be performed in timeK��� �.�. Once the graph is reduced under

Reduction Rule 1 there are no bridges in the graph so we only need to find adjacent

vertices of degree two and then performing a constant-time operation.

Step 2: Checking if there are vertices of degree two can be done in linear time in�� �.
Step 2.1: Checking if �� � G s� U x

can be done in time linear in
�
.

Step 2.2: As we showed in Lemma 3.4, the time to run the subroutine is@. �B<�.
Since there are at most

s� Ux
vertices in the instance, the running time is bounded

by
�s��. �u<< �. Using Lemma 1.1 in Chapter 1, this is at most

�s��. ] v8sv<.
Step 3: This step can be performed in constant time.

Step 4: Making: the catalytic vertex can be done in constant time.

Step 4.1: Checking if �� � M t8rt�
can be done in time linear in

�
.

Step 4.2: As we showed in Lemma 3.4, the time to run the subroutine is@. �B<�.
Since there are at most

t8rt�
vertices in the instance, the running time is bounded

by
�t8rt��. �©ª«©<< �

. Using Lemma 1.1 in Chapter 1, this is at most
�t8rt��. ]Ns8Ht<.
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Step 5: The running time of Step 5 is exactly the same as the running time of Step 4,K��t8rt��. ] Ns8Ht<�.
Step 6 and Step 7: Steps 6 and 7 can be carried out in constant time.

The total running time of the algorithm is thusK��� �. p �t8rt��. ] Ns8Ht<�=Kg�Ns8Ht<�
concluding the proof of Lemma 3.5.

a
There exists an algorithm for MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE running in timeKg�v8sv<�
[BBW03]. This chapter has been introduced in the thesis since it provides the proofs for

the reduction rules sketched in [FM+00], giving the first example of an application to the

method of extremal structurewith the use of catalytic vertices.
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NONBLOCKER

M OTIVATION

The problem of finding a dominating set of a given cardinalityin a graph, the DOMI-

NATING SET problem, is one of the oldest and most important combinatorial problems

on graph theory. The problem is NP-complete even when restricted to planar graphs with

maximum vertex degree three or to planar graphs that are regular of degree four [GJ79].

DOMINATING SET arises in numerous applications in countless fields, as testified by

books dedicated to this topic [HHS98].

The DOMINATING SET problem is not only NP-complete, but its optimization version

has been proved hard to approximate [AC+99, GJ79]. This problem is also intractable

when viewed as a parameterized problem [DF99]. However, theproblem in which we are

asked to find a dominating set of size at most�� � U �
, NONBLOCKER (also known as

ENCLAVELESS SETS [HHS98]), is fixed-parameter tractable. McCartin gives aKg�s<�
algorithm for this problem [McC03]. We use the following natural parameterization of

NONBLOCKER:

NONBLOCKER

Instance: A graph	 
 �����
and a positive integer

�
Parameter:

�
Question: Is there a subset

� � q �
of size at least

�
where for each vertex � � �

there is a� � � / � �
such that the edge

���� � �
?
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The results presented in this chapter are joint work with F. Dehne, M. Fellows, H. Fernau

and F. Rosamond [DF+03].

REDUCTION RULES

A subset of vertices
� �

such that every vertex in
� �

has a neighbor in
� / � �

is denoted

a non-blocking set. A vertex in
� �

is said to be dominated by a vertex� in
� / � �

if���� � �
.

The reduction rules offer a specific feature in the case of NONBLOCKER: one of them

makes use of acatalytic vertex, a vertex which we force to be outside the non-blocking

set. Hence, here we define the corresponding annotated problem. Later in this section we

will introduce a special de-catalyzation rule which will enable us to transform an instance

of ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER into an instance of NONBLOCKER.

ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER

Instance: A graph	 
 �����
, a catalytic vertex

¢
and a positive integer

�
Parameter:

�
Question: Is there a subset

� � q �
of size

�
where for each vertex � � �

there is a� � � / � �
such that the edge

���� � �
and

vertex
¢

is in
� /� �

?

An instance of
�	� ��

NONBLOCKER with a catalytic vertex
¢

is thus an instance of

ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER and is denoted
�	� ¢� ��

.

Reduction Rule 1 Let
�	� ¢� ��

be an instance ofANNOTATED NONBLOCKER. Let � 0
¢
be an isolated vertex in	. Let	� 
 	 /�. Transform

�	� ¢� ��
into

�	� � ¢� ��.
Soundness Lemma 1Reduction Rule 1 is sound.
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Proof of Soundness Lemma 1.If � is an isolated vertex of	 different from¢
, then any non-blocking set in	 is also a non-blocking set in	/� and vice

versa, as� could never be in
� �

.
a

Reduction Rule 2 Let
�	� �� ¢�

be an instance ofANNOTATED NONBLOCKER. Let � 0
¢
be a vertex of degree one in	 with ���� 
 . Transform

�	� ¢� ��
into

�	� � ¢� � � U N�,
where:

• If  0
 ¢
then	� 
 	2¡4J6 / �, i.e., 	� is the graph obtained by deleting� and

merging and
¢

into a new catalytic vertex
¢� 
 ¢ 7 .

v

u

c c’= u     c

Figure 4.1: Reduction Rule 2 for ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER.

• If  
 ¢
then	� 
 	 /� and

¢� 
 ¢
.

Soundness Lemma 2Reduction Rule 2 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 2.����Let
�	� ¢� ��

be an instance of ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER. Let
� � q� �	�

be a non-blocking set in	 with �� � � 
 �
. The vertex� is a vertex of

degree one in	. Let  be the neighbor of� in 	. Two cases arise:
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1. If � � � �
then it must have a neighbor in

� �	� / � �
and thus �� �	�/� �

. Deleting� will decrease the size of
� �

by one. If 
 ¢
, then�	� � ¢� � � UN� is a YES-instance of ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER. If  0
¢

, merging and
¢

will not affect the size of
� �

as both vertices are now

in
� �	�� / � �

. Thus,
�	� � ¢� � � U N� is a YES-instance of ANNOTATED

NONBLOCKER.

2. If � � � �	� /� �
, then two cases arise:

2.1. If  is also in
� �	� /� �

then deleting� does not affect the size of� �
. Note that this argument is valid whether 
 ¢

or  0
 ¢
.

2.2. If  � � �
then 0
 ¢

. If we make� � � �
and � � �	� / � �

,

the size of
� �

remains unchanged. Since did not dominate any

vertices in the graph, this change does not affect��� / �, and

Case 1 now applies.����Conversely, assume that
�	� � ¢� � �UN� is a YES-instance of ANNOTATED

NONBLOCKER. Two cases arise:

1. If  
 ¢
, then we can always place� in

� �
and thus

�	� ¢� ��
is a YES-

instance for ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER.

2. If  0
 ¢
, getting from	� to 	 can be seen as (1) splitting the catalytic

vertex
¢�

into two vertices
¢

and, (2) taking
¢

as the new catalytic ver-

tex, and (3) attaching a pendant vertex� to . As the vertex is in� �	� / � �
, � can always be placed in

� �
, increasing the size of this

set by one. Thus
�	� ¢� ��

is a YES-instance for ANNOTATED NON-

BLOCKER, concluding the proof of Lemma 2. a
Reduction Rule 3 Let

�	� ¢� ��
be an instance ofANNOTATED NONBLOCKER. Let 

and � be two adjacent vertices of degree 2, neither of them the catalytic vertex. Let
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 ���,�
and���� 
 ��,�

. Transform
�	� ¢� ��

into
�	� � ¢� � � U H�

where:

• If , 0
 ¢
then let	� 
 	2¡4¬6 / ����, i.e.,	� is the graph obtained by deleting

and� and merging, and
¢

into a new vertex
¢� 
 ¢ 7 ,.

c’= w     c

w

vu

c

Figure 4.2: Reduction Rule 3 for ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER.

• If , 
 ¢
then let	� 
 	 / ���� and

¢� 
 ¢
.

Soundness Lemma 3Reduction Rule 3 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 3.����Assume that
�	� ¢� ��

is a YES-instance. Let
� � q � �	�

be a non-

blocking set in	 with �� � � 
 �
. Two cases arise:

1. If , is in
� �	� / � �

. Then, and� are dominated by,, and they can

both be in
� �

. Two cases arise:

1.1. If
¢ 
 ,, then, since at most two vertices from

� �
have been

deleted,
�	� � ¢� � � U H�

is a YES-instance for ANNOTATED NON-

BLOCKER.

1.2. If
¢ 0
 ,, then when merging, with the catalytic vertex we are

merging two vertices in
� �	� / � �

. All their former neighbors
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will thus be dominated by
¢�

. Since at most two vertices from
� �

have been deleted,
�	� � ¢� � �UH�

is a YES-instance for ANNOTATED

NONBLOCKER.

2. If , is in
� �

, then it is not the catalytic vertex and it is not dominating

any vertices in��,�/����. At most one vertex out of���� is in
� �

.

Assume, without loss of generality, that it is. If we place� in
� �

and,
in

� �	�� /� �
we obtain an equivalent solution where Case 1.2 applies.

Thus,
�	� � ¢� � � UH�

is a YES-instance for ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER.����Conversely, assume that
�	� � ¢� � �UH� is a YES-instance of ANNOTATED

NONBLOCKER. Let
� ��

be a non-blocking set in	� with �� �� � 
 � U H
. Two

cases arise:

1. If , 
 ¢
, then we can always place and� in

� �
and thus

�	� ¢� ��
is a

YES-instance for ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER.

2. If , 0
 ¢
, getting from	� to 	 can be seen as (1) splitting the catalytic

vertex
¢�

into two vertices
¢

and,, (2) taking
¢

as new catalytic vertex,

and (3) attaching a dangling triangle with vertices and � to ,. As

the vertex, is in
� �	� / � �

,  and � can always be placed in
� �

increasing the size of this set by two. Thus,
�	� ¢� ��

is a YES-instance

for ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER, concluding the proof of Lemma 3.a
Reduction Rule 4 Let

�	� ¢� ��
be an instance ofANNOTATED NONBLOCKER. Let 

and� be two adjacent vertices of degree two, neither of them the catalytic vertex.

Let��� 
 �� � �� and���� 
 �����with � 0
 ��. Let	� 
 	2J54356 / ����, i.e.,	�
is the graph obtained by deleting and� and merging� and�� into a new vertex� 7 ��.
Transform

�	� ¢� ��
into

�	� � ¢� � � U H�
where:
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• If one of the two vertices� or �� is the catalytic vertex, then
¢� 
 � 7 ��.

u’ v’v’ u’

uv

Figure 4.3: Reduction Rule 4 for ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER.

• If neither of the two vertices� or �� is the catalytic vertex, then
¢� 
 ¢

.

Soundness Lemma 4Reduction Rule 4 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 4.����Assume that
�	� ¢� ��

is a YES-instance. Let
� � q � �	�

be a non-

blocking set in	 with �� � � 
 �
. Several cases arise:

1. Both and� are in
� �

. Then,� and�� must be in
� �	� / � �

. After

the reduction the merged element can be placed in
� �	�� / � �

and two

vertices in
� �

have been deleted. Moreover, all former neighbors of�
and�� will be dominated by� 7 ��. Exactly two elements in the non-

blocking set have been deleted and thus
�	� � ¢� � UH�

is a YES-instance

for ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER. Since� 7 �� � � �	�� / � �
this

argument is valid whether or not one of the two vertices� or �� is the

catalytic vertex.

2. Both and� are in
� �	� / � �

. The maximum number of vertices in

the set�� � ��� which could possibly be in
� �

is two. By transforming
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� �	�� /� �

(dominating all former

neighbors of� and��), we decrease the size of
� �

by at most two. Thus,�	� � ¢� � �UH�
is a YES-instance for ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER. Since� 7 �� � � /� �

this argument is valid whether one of the two vertices� or �� is the catalytic vertex or not.

3. One of the vertices in the set���� is in
� �

and the other is in
� �	�/� �.

Assume without loss of generality that � � �
. The maximum number

of vertices in the set��� ���which could possibly be in
� �

is two. Two

cases arise:

3.1. If only one vertex out of��� ��� is in
� �

then by transforming	
into 	� and making� 7 �� be in

� �	�� / � �
(dominating all

former neighbors of� and ��), we decrease the size of
� �

by at

most two and
�	� � ¢� � � U H�

is a YES-instance for ANNOTATED

NONBLOCKER. Since� 7 �� � � �	�� / � �
this argument is

valid whether one of the two vertices� or �� is the catalytic vertex

or not.

3.2. If both� and�� are in
� �

, then neither of them can be the catalytic

vertex. Since� is in
� �

, then� must have a neighbor�� in � �	�/� �
. By transforming	 into 	� and making� 7 �� be in

� �
, we

are decreasing the size of
� �

by at most two. Note that� 7 ��
can be dominated by��. Thus,

�	� � ¢� � � U H�
is a YES-instance for

ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER.����Conversely, assume
�	� � ¢� � � U H�

is a YES-instance of ANNOTATED

NONBLOCKER. Let
� ��

be a non-blocking set in	� with �� �� � 
 � U H
. Two

different possibilities must be analyzed:

1. If the vertex� 7 �� � � �	�� / � ��
, then by placing� and �� into� �	� / � �

, where
� �

is a dominating set for	, and putting and
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� �

, we create a new instance with two more elements in the

non-blocking set, and
�	� ¢� ��

is thus a YES-instance for ANNOTATED

NONBLOCKER. Note that this argument is valid whether� 7 �� 
 ¢�
or � 7 �� 0
 ¢�

.

2. If the vertex� 7 �� � � ��
, then� 7 �� 0
 ¢�

. There exists a vertex, � � �	�� / � ��
which dominates� 7 ��. Assume, without loss of

generality, that in	 the neighbor of, is �. If we put� into
� �

(domi-

nated by,), and� into
� /� � (verticesand�� now in

� �
dominated by�), we create a new instance with two more vertices in

� �
. The instance�	� ¢� ��

is thus a YES-instance for ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER. a
Reduction Rule 5 Let

�	� �� ¢�
be an instance ofANNOTATED NONBLOCKER. Let 	�

be the graph obtained by deleting all edges between the vertices in��¢�
. Transform�	� ¢� ��

into
�	� � ¢� ��.

Soundness Lemma 5Reduction Rule 5 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 5.����All vertices in the neighborhood of
¢

are dominated by
¢

and thus if�	� ¢� ��
is a YES-instance of ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER we do not need

the edges between them to make sure that these vertices are in
� �

.����Conversely, if we have a YES-instance with a catalytic vertex and we

add some edges to it, all vertices that were in the non-blocking set in	�, will

still be in a non-blocking set in	, dominated by the same vertices they were

dominated by in	�. The result will always be a YES-instance for ANNO-

TATED NONBLOCKER.
a
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We consider an instance of ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER reducedwhen Reduction Rules

1 to 5 have been exhaustively applied.

In order to transform ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER to NONBLOCKER we introduce a

special de-catalyzation rule. We apply this ruleonceto a reduced instance of ANNOTATED

NONBLOCKER. This reduction rule is designed so as to produce a graph	 of minimum

degree at least two such that no two adjacent vertices of degree two occur in	.

Proposition 4.1 (De-catalyzation Rule) Let
�	� ¢� ��

be an instance ofANNOTATED NON-

BLOCKER. Let Reduction Rules 1 to 5 be no longer applicable to
�	� ¢� ��

. Let	� be the

graph obtained from	 by adding three new vertices, �, and, and edges
�¢��, �¢���,�¢�,�, ����, and

���,�.�	� ¢� ��
is a YES-instance forANNOTATED NONBLOCKER if and only if

�	� � � p w�
is

a YES-instance forNONBLOCKER.

c

c

v wu

Figure 4.4: De-catalyzation Rule for ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER.

Proof of Proposition 4.1.����Let
�	� ¢� ��

be a YES-instance of ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER. This means that

there is a non-blocking set
� � q � �	�

with �� � � 
 �
, such that

¢ �� � �
. In the instance�	� � �� 
 � p w�

constructed as described above, if we place
¢

in
� �	�� / � ��

, the set� � �����,�
is a non-blocking set as, � and, can be dominated by

¢
. Thus,

�	� � �pw�
is a YES-instance for NONBLOCKER.
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�	� � � p w�

is a YES-instance of NONBLOCKER, where	� is

constructed from	 (with catalytic vertex
¢
) as explained above. Let

� ��
be a maximum

non-blocking set with�� �� � G � p w
. Two cases apply:

1. If
¢ �� � ��

, then by maximality����,� q � ��
. Therefore, in this case

¢
could

become a catalytic vertex in the instance
�	� ¢� ��

by making
¢ �� � �

in 	. We

can construct a solution for
�	� ¢� ��

where
� � 
 � �� / ����,�

. There are three

vertices fewer in
� �

than there were in
� ��

and
¢ �� � �

. Thus
�	� ¢� ��

is a YES-

instance of ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER.

2. If
¢ � � ��

, then at least one of����,�
is not in

� ��
. This means that there is

another solution
� ���

where
¢

is not in the non-blocking set but all, � and, are.

Vertex
¢

did not dominate vertices in��¢� / ����,�
so this change does not

affect the rest of the graph. The size of
� ���

is not smaller than�� �� �, and
¢

is in� �	�� / � ���
. Vertex

¢
can be considered the catalytic vertex for

�	� ¢� ��
, Case 1

applies, and thus
�	� ¢� ��

is a YES-instance of ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER. a
In the algorithm we propose for NONBLOCKER we start by choosing any catalytic vertex,

then exhaustively applying to this annotated instance Reduction Rules 1 to 5 and, finally,

de-catalyzing. Thus, we define eachreduced instanceof NONBLOCKER to be a reduced

instance of ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER de-catalyzed using Lemma 4.1

Now, we state the main combinatorial property used to prove the bound on the kernel size.

Proposition 4.2 Any reduced instance ofNONBLOCKER has minimum degree two. More-

over, no two vertices of degree two are adjacent.

Proof of Proposition 4.2.The following list of properties holds for an instance
�	� ��

of

ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER where Reduction Rules 1 to 5 can no longer be applied:
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1. If
�	� ¢� ��

contains an isolated vertex, it must be the catalytic vertex.

2. If
�	� ¢� ��

contains a vertex of degree one, it must be the catalytic vertex.

3. If
�	� ¢� ��

contains two consecutive vertices of degree two, one of themmust be

the catalytic vertex.

This can be seen as follows:

• If 	 contains an isolated vertex that is not catalytic, then Reduction Rule 1 applies.

• If 	 contains a vertex of degree one that is not catalytic, then Reduction Rule 2

applies.

• If 	 contains two adjacent vertices�� of degree two, where neither of them is the

catalytic vertex, then Reduction Rule 3 or 4 applies.

When we transform an instance of ANNOTATED NONBLOCKER into an instance of NON-

BLOCKER, the de-catalyzation rule destroys these three possible contradictions to the

hypotheses by increasing the degree of the former catalyticvertex by three. Since the ver-

tices introduced have degree at least two, and there are no two adjacent vertices of degree

two, we do not introduce any new violations.
a

Observe that the de-catalyzation rule is only used once. This is important, since it is a

transformation which actually enlarges the instance.

K ERNELIZATION AND BOUNDARY L EMMAS

The following result by McCuaig and Shepherd will help us bound the number of vertices

in a graph instance.

Theorem 4.1 [McS89] If a connected graph	 has minimum degree two and is not one

of seven exceptional graphs, then the size of its minimum dominating set is at most
.© �� �.
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The exceptional seven graphs mentioned above are the ones represented in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Collection of exceptional graphs.

Lemma 4.1 (Boundary Lemma) Let
�	� ��

be reduced instance ofNONBLOCKER. Let�	� ��
be aYES-instance and

�	� � p N� be aNO-instance forNONBLOCKER. Then, the

number of vertices in	 is at most
©C �.

Proof of Lemma 4.1.By Proposition 4.2 any reduced instance
�	� ��

of NONBLOCKER

has minimum degree two and no adjacent vertices of degree two.

If
�	� ��

is a YES-instance and
�	� �p N� is a NO-instance of NONBLOCKER, that means

that
�

is the size of the maximum non-blocking set in	.

By Theorem 4.1 the minimum dominating set of any graph with minimum degree two

is at most
.© �� �, unless the graph is one of the seven exceptional graphs. Hence if

��
is

the size of the minimum dominating set for	,
�� ` .© �� �. Since NONBLOCKER is the

parametric dual of the DOMINATING SET problem, we know that
�� 
 �� �U�

where
�

is

the size of the maximum non-blocking set in	. Thus, if �� � U � ` .© �� � then �� � ` ©C�.
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Note that all seven exceptional graphs in Figure 4.5 have twoadjacent vertices of degree

two and, by Proposition 4.2, would never constitute reducedinstances of NONBLOCKER.a
Lemma 4.2 (Kernelization Lemma) If a graph instance

�	� ��
is reduced and has more

than
©C� vertices, then it is aYES-instance ofNONBLOCKER.

Proof of Lemma 4.2. Assume in contradiction to Lemma 4.2 that there exists a graph

instance
�	� ��

of size �� �	�� M ©C� such that there does not exist a non-blocking set of

size
�

for 	.

Let
�� � �

be the largest
��

for which	 is a YES-instance. By Lemma 4.1 we know that�� �	�� ` ©C�� � ©C�. This contradicts the assumption.
a

ALGORITHM AND RUNNING T IME ANALYSIS

In the previous section we proved a kernel for the problem of size
©C� in the number of

vertices. In Table 4.1 we provide an algorithm to solve NONBLOCKER.

Lemma 4.3 NONBLOCKER can be solved in timeKg�w8#r<�.
Proof of Lemma 4.3.We analyze each step in the algorithm separately.

Step 0: There are only�� �possible ways of choosing the catalytic vertex
¢

in 	 when we

are annotating the instance.

Step 1: Reduction Rule 1 can be performed in linear time in the size of
�

as there are

at most �� � isolated vertices in	. There are at most�� � U N vertices of degree one in	 and merging two vertices can be carried out in linear time in the size of
�

, hence

Reduction Rule 2 can be performed in quadratic time on the size of
�

. There are at most�� �vertices of degree two in	 and thus Reduction Rules 4 and 3 can also be performed
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Step 0. Annotate the instance
�	� ��

in all possible ways
by choosing a catalytic vertex

¢
.

Step 1. For each annotated instance
�	� ¢� ��

apply Re-
duction Rules 1 to 5 until all of them can no
longer be applied.

Step 2. De-catalyze the instance as shown in Lemma 4.1.
Step 3. If �� �	�� M ©C� then answer YES and halt.
Step 4. Construct all possible subsets � of size

�
in

the problem kernel.
Step 5. For each � constructed in Step 4 check if all

vertices in
� ��� have at least one neighbor in� �	� / � ���.

Step 6. If the answer is YES in any set � in Step 5,
answer YES and halt.

Step 7. Else answer NO and halt.

Table 4.1: FPT algorithm to solve NONBLOCKER.

in quadratic time as it is also linear to merge vertices. There areK��� �.� edges in	 and

thus Reduction Rule 5 can be carried out in quadratic time on the size of
�

.

Step 2: The reduction rule shown in Lemma 4.1 can be performed in constant time as it

is only carried out once and it involves the addition of a fixednumber of vertices.

Step 3: This step can be performed in linear time in the size of
�

.

Step 4: Once we have left at most
t�w�

vertices, we calculate all possible subsets of size
�

in the kernel. According to Lemma 1.1 in Chapter 1, there are at most
w8#r< such subsets

in 	.

Step 5: This step can be performed in quadratic time on the size of the kernel as we must

check for each vertex whether at least one of its neighbors isin the non-blocking set,

giving a running time ofK��.�
.

Steps 6 and 7: This steps can be carried out in constant time.
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The running time of the whole process is thus bounded byK��� ���� �. p �. ] w8#r<�� 
Kg�w8#r<�, concluding the proof of Lemma 4.3.
a



5

STAR PACKING

M OTIVATION

The problem of MAXIMUM H-MATCHING, also known as MAXIMUM H-PACKING, is of

practical interest in the areas of scheduling [BM02], wireless sensor tracking [BK+01],

and wiring-board design and code optimization [HK78] amongothers.

The problem is defined as follows: Let	 
 �����
be a graph and1 
 �� ���

be a fixed graph. A1-packing for	 is a collection of disjoint subgraphs of	, each

isomorphic to1.

In an optimization sense, the problem that we want to solve isto find the maximum num-

ber of vertex disjoint copies of1 that are subgraphs of	. The decision version of the

problem is NP-complete when the graph1 has at least three vertices in some connected

component [HK78]. Note that in the case where1 is the complete graph on two nodes,1-packing is the very well studied (and polynomial time solvable) problem MAXIMUM

MATCHING. MAXIMUM 1-PACKING has been thoroughly studied in terms of approxi-

mation. The problem has been proved to be APX-complete [Kann94] and approximable

within �� ��H p o for anyo M # [HS89]. Several restrictions have also been considered

(planar graphs, unit disk graphs etc.) in terms of the complexity of their approximation

algorithms. For a review of these results we refer the readerto [AC+99].

We explore the parameterized complexity of the MAXIMUM H-MATCHING problem for

the case when1 is a star, a subgraph isomorphic toA-D®. In the next two sections we
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will analyze two variants of the problem using two differentapproaches to themethod of

extremal structure. Firstly, we will use the approach to the kernelization and boundary

lemmas in the same way as in all previous chapters to solve thegeneral case for stars with� G w
. Then, we will use an algorithmic approach to themethod of extremal structurefor

the case when� 
 H
.

The results in this chapter are joint work with C. Sloper and have been reported in [PS04].

5.1 PACKING OF GENERAL STARS

We use the following natural parameterization of�-STAR PACKING:

�-STAR PACKING

Instance: A graph	 
 �����
and a positive integer

�
Parameter:

�
Question: Are there

�
vertex-disjoint instances ofA-D® in 	?

REDUCTION RULES

Reduction Rule 1 Let 	 be a graph such that there exists� � �
with

 !"��� G ��� pN� U N. Let	� 
 	 /�. Transform
�	� ��

into
�	� � � U N�.

Soundness Lemma 1Reduction Rule 1 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 1.���� If 	 has aA-D®-packing of size
�

then	� has aA-D®-packing of size� U Nas� cannot be in two different stars.���� If 	� has aA-D®-packing of size
� U Nwe can create aA-D®-packing of

size
�

by adding�. The
� U N stars already packed cannot use more than�� p N��� U N� of �’s neighbors, leaving� vertices for� to form a new star
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of size�. The proof of Lemma 1 is completed since
�� p N��� U N� p � 
��� p N� U N. a

Reduction Rule 2 Let 	 
 �����
be a graph such that there exists�� � �

with���� � �
. Let

 !"�� `  !"��� � �. Let 	� be 	 after deleting the edge
����.

Transform
�	� ��

into
�	� � ��.

Soundness Lemma 2Reduction Rule 2 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 2.���� If
 !"�� `  !"��� � � then and� will never be the centers of any

star of size�. Thus, the edge
����will never be part of a packing ofA-D®.���� If 	� has aA-D®-packing9 of size

�
, then9 is aA-D®-packing of size

�
for 	. The edges added are not part of the packing.

a
K ERNELIZATION AND BOUNDARY L EMMAS

We consider a graph to bereducedif Reduction RulesNand
H

can no longer be applied.

Lemma 5.1 (Kernelization Lemma) If
�	� ��

is reduced and has more than
���C p��. p�� p N� vertices, then

�	� ��
is a YES-instance for�-STAR PACKING.

To prove the kernelization lemma we need to prove first Lemma 5.2, the boundary lemma.

Lemma 5.2 (Boundary Lemma) Let
�	� ��

be reduced under the set of reduction rules

above. Let
�	� ��

be aYES-instance and
�	� � p N� be aNO-instance for�-STAR PACK-

ING. Then the number of vertices of	 is at most
���C p ��. p �� U �. U � p N�.
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Proof of Lemma 5.2. (By minimum counterexample) Assume
�	� ��

is a YES-instance

and
�	� � p N� is a NO-instance for�-STAR PACKING. Assume�� �	�� M ���C p ��. p�� U �. U � p N�.

Consider, as a witness to the fact that
�	� ��

is a YES-instance of�-STAR PACKING, the

following partition of
�

:

•
� ���

, the vertices in aA-D®-packing� of size
�
,

• c 
 � /� ���
, the outsiders.

W

O

Figure 5.1: Example of witness structure with� 
 3 and
� 
 4.

Let c> be the set of vertices inc that have degree$ in �c�, the subgraph induced byc.

The number of vertices in� is by definition
� ] �� p N�. We will now prove a series of

claims that bound the number of vertices inc.

Structural Claims

Claim 1 ¯$ G ��c> 
 �.

Proof of Claim 1.This can be readily seen by contradiction. Otherwise we

could add one more star of size� to � and
�	� � p N� would be a YES-

instance for�-STAR PACKING.
a

Claim 2 Any�-star � � � has at most��� U N� p ��� p N� U s
neighbors inc.
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Proof of Claim 2.Assume that there is a reduced graph with a star� that has

more than���UN�p���pN�Us
neighbors inc. Let  � � ��� be the center

of �. Two cases arise:

• Vertex  has neighbors inc. In this case all other vertices in� must

have at most
��UN� different neighbors inc as, if one vertex� � � had� different neighbors inc, we could form two new stars: one centered

in  with all vertices in� except� and one of’s neighbors inc; and

one centered in� with its �neighbors inc, contradicting the assumption

that
�	� � p N� is a NO-instance for�-STAR PACKING. By Reduction

Rule 1, can have at most
��� p N� U � UH

neighbors inc and, hence,

the total number of neighbors of� is at most
���pN�U�UHp���UN�.

This is at most��� U N� p ��� p N� U s
when� G H

, contradicting the

hypothesis.

• Vertex has no neighbors inc. Two cases arise:

– No other vertex in� has at least� neighbors inc. Then� has at

most��� U N� different neighbors inc.

– At least one vertex in� has at least� neighbors inc. Without

loss of generality assume this vertex is�. Then each other vertex

in the star has at most� U H
different neighbors inc /����, as

otherwise we could form two stars. By Reduction Rule 1,� can

have at most
��� p N� U w

neighbors inc and, hence, the total

number of neighbors of� is at most
���pN�Uwp ��UH���UN� 
��� p N� p �. U w� U N. This is at most��� U N� p ��� p N� U s

when� G H
, contradicting the hypothesis.

In the worst case, each star� in � has at most
��� p N� p ��� U N� U s

neighbors inc.
a
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The following claim follows directly from Claim 2, noting that, by the assumptions in

Lemma 5.2, there are
�

stars in� .

Claim 3 � has at most
� ] ���� p N� p ��� U N� U s�

neighbors inc.

Let nowc� 
 � / �� /�����
, i.e.,c� is the set of vertices ofc which do not have

neighbors in� . By Claim 3, thus,�c /c� � ` � ] ���� p N� p ��� U N� U s�
.

Claim 4 The setc� is an independent set in	.

Proof of Claim 4. Assume in contradiction that there exist two vertices�� � c� such that
���� � �

. By Claim 1 we know that both and �
have degree less than� in �c�. Hence we have an edge between vertices of

degree less than�, contradicting the assumption that the instance is reduced

under Reduction Rule 2.
a

Claim 4 ensures that all vertices inc� have an edge to one or more vertices inc. By

Claim 1 we know that each of the vertices inc have at most� U N such neighbors and

thus by Claim 3 we know that the total size ofc� is at most
�� U N� ] �c /c� �.

In total,	 has size�� �	�� 
 �� �p �c� 
 �� �p �c /c� �p �c� � 
 �� �p �c /c� �p�� U N��c /c� � 
 �� �p ��c /c� � ` ��� p N� p � ] � ] ���� p N� p ��� U N� U s� 
���C p��. p��U�. Uw�p N� contradicting the assumption that the graph had more than���C p��. p��U�. Uw�p N� vertices. This concludes the proof of the boundary lemma.a
Now we prove Lemma 5.1. This lemma states that any reduced instance with at least���C p ��. p �� U �. U w� p N� vertices, is a YES-instance for�-STAR PACKING.

Proof of Lemma 5.1. Assume in contradiction to Lemma 5.1 that there exists a graph

instance
�	� ��

of size �� �	�� M ���Cp��.p��U�.Uw�pN�which has noA-D®-packing

of size
�
.
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Let
�� � �

be the largest
��

for which	 is a YES-instance. By the boundary Lemma 5.2

we know that�� �	�� ` �� ��Cp���.p���U�. Uw�pN� � ���C p��.p��U�. Uw�pN�.
This contradicts the assumption.

a
ALGORITHM AND RUNNING T IME ANALYSIS

In the previous section we proved a kernel of quadratic size in the number of vertices. In

Table 5.1 we provide an algorithm to solve�-STAR PACKING.

Step 1. Apply Reduction Rules 1 and 2 to
�	� ��

until the
instance is reduced.

Step 2. If �� �	�� G ���C p ��. p �� U �. U w� p N� then answer YES

and halt.
Step 3. Try all ways of choosing a set

�
of

�
vertices

in 	 to generate all possible centers for the
stars.

Step 4. Find if there are
�
stars of size � for each

subset of centers.
Step 5. If the answer is YES for any

�
, answer YES and

halt.
Step 6. Else answer NO and halt.

Table 5.1: FPT algorithm to solve�-STAR PACKING.

Lemma 5.3 �-STAR PACKING can be solved in timeKg�s< °±² <�.
Proof of Lemma 5.3.We will analyze each step of the algorithm separately.

Step 1. Reduction Rules 1 and 2 can be carried out in quadratic time on the size of
� �	�

,

as they compare the degrees of pairs of vertices in	.

Step 2. This step can be performed in linear time in the number of vertices.

Step 3. After the instance has been reduced, there areK��.�
vertices. Thus, the number

of subsets
�

of vertices of size
�

we can have is at most�¡<³< � ` �¢�.�< 
 H°±² W¡<³X´ 
H< °±²W<µ¡X³ 
 K�s< °±² <�
.
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Step 4. For each such set
�

, checking if there is a star of size� for all centers can be

carried out in timeK��¶�
[EK72] as, once the centers have been chosen, finding the stars

can be reduced to a network flow problem. A network flow problemconsiders a graph

with a set of sources� and sinksI such that each edge has an assigned capacity. The

aim of the problem is to find the maximum flow that can be routed from � to I while

respecting the given edge capacities.

We reduce our problem to a network flow problem by constructing an auxiliary graph	�
with the property that	 has

�
stars with the selected centers in� if and only if 	� has a

maximum flow of value
��:

TS

all capacities set to1

N(C) \ C

s

s

t

s

C

Figure 5.2: Transformation into a network flow problem.

· For each vertex� in � ���, create a vertex�� in 	�.· For each edge from
�

to ���� /�
in 	, add an edge to	� with capacity 1.· For each vertex in

�
, create a vertex in 	�. These vertices are the sources� in 	�.

Note that in	� we have now two copies of all vertices in
�

.
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�� � ��� with capacity� between the two copies� and�� of vertices in

�
.· Create a new vertex

(
in 	�, the sink.· For each vertex in���� /�

, add an edge to
(

with capacity 1.

Step 5 and Step 6. These two steps are solvable in constant time.

The running time of the whole process is thus bounded byK��� �. p s< °±² < ] �¶� 
Kg�s< °±² <�, concluding the proof of Lemma 5.3.
a

5.2 LINEAR PACKING OF SMALL STARS

In this section we consider the packing of stars of size two. Instead of using the ker-

nelization and boundary lemmas to find theoretical bounds for the size of the problem

kernel, we use an algorithmic approach to themethod of extremal structure. The algo-

rithmic version of themethod of extremal structureoperates by establishing a polynomial

time algorithm aimed at creating extra structure to reduce the size of the instance. This

algorithm starts by finding a maximal set which will act as thewitness structure used in

the boundary lemma in the previous chapters. Once this maximal set is computed we can

proceed to transform the instance
�� � ��

using the reduction rules. The next phase is to

prove that if �� � M � ���
for some function

�
, then the preprocessing algorithm will either

find a solution for� or it will reduce
�
.

We use the following natural parameterization of 2-STAR PACKING:

2-STAR PACKING

Instance: A graph	 
 �����
and a positive integer

�
Parameter:

�
Question: Are there

�
disjoint instances ofA-D. in 	?

REDUCTION RULES

In this section we modify the crown decomposition describedin Chapter 1. Modifications
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of the crown decomposition to suit specific problems are generally known asmodeled

crowndecompositions. The two modeled crown decompositions we present in this section

lead to two reduction rules for the 2-STAR PACKING problem.

The first modeled crown is called adouble crown decomposition. In a double crown

decomposition each vertex in1 has two vertices from
�

matched to it (as opposed to

only one).

Definition 5.1 A double crown decomposition
���1�k�

in a graph	 
 �����
is a

partition of the vertices of the graph into three sets1,
�

, and
k

with the following

properties:

1. 1 (the head)is a separator in	 such that there are no edges in	 between vertices

belonging to
�

and vertices belonging to
k

.

2.
� 
 �J � �� � ��5 (the crown)is an independent set in	, partitioned into three

disjoint subsets.

3. ��� � 
 �1 �, ���5 � 
 �1 �and there is a perfect matching between
�� and1, and

a perfect matching between
��5 and1.

C

H

R

C

Cm’
Cu

¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸ ¸
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Figure 5.3: Example of a double crown.

The dashed lines in Figure 5.3 indicate how each vertex in1 is matched to two vertices

in
�

.
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Another variation of the crown is thefat crowndecomposition where instead of indepen-

dent vertices in
�

we have independent complete graphs on two vertices,A.’s, as shown

in Figure 5.4.

Definition 5.2 A fat crown decomposition
���1�k�

in a graph	 
 �����
is a parti-

tioning of the vertices of the graph into three sets1,
�

and
k

with the following proper-

ties:

1. 1 (the head)is a separator in	 such that there are no edges in	 between vertices

belonging to
�

and vertices belonging to
k

.

2. ��� is a forest where each component is isomorphic toA..1
3. �� � G �1 �, and there is a perfect matching� between the vertices in1 and a

subset of cardinality�1 � in �
.

4. Only one endpoint of eachA. in
�

can be in�.2

R

C

H

Figure 5.4: Example of fat crown.

The dashed lines in Figure 5.4 indicate the matching between1 and
�

. The dashed

ellipses in
�

show to whichA. the vertex in1 is matched.

Reduction Rule 3 Let
�	� ��

be a graph instance that admits a double crown decompo-

sition
���1�k�

. Let	� be	 after deleting1 and
�

. Transform
�	� ��

into
�	� � �U�1 ��.

1We say thatÎÏÐ is a collection ofindependentÑÒ’s.
2Without loss of generality then, we can say that each vertex in Ó is matched to aÑÒ in

Ï
.
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Soundness Lemma 3Reduction Rule 3 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 3.���� If 	� has aA-D.-packing of size
� U �1 � then	 has aA-D.-packing of

size
�

as �1 � �� has a�1 �-packing which does not use any vertices in	�.
This holds since for all� � 1, the vertex� and the two vertices in

�
matched

to � form aA-D..����Let
�	� ��

be a YES-instance of 2-STAR PACKING such that	 admits

a double crown decomposition
��g�1g�kg�. Assume for contradiction that�	� � �U�1g�� is a NO-instance for 2-STAR PACKING. This implies that�1g��g� contains more than�1g � independentA-D.’s. Since1g is a separator,

and
�g is an independent set in the graph, everyA-D. in 	 that has vertices

in 1g � �g must have at least one vertex in1g. Thus, we can have at most�1g � independentA-D.’s, a contradiction.
a

Reduction Rule 4 Let
�	� ��

be a graph instance that admits a fat crown decomposition���1�k�
. Let	� be	 after deleting1 and

�
. Transform

�	� ��
into

�	� � � U �1 ��.
Soundness Lemma 4Reduction Rule 4 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 4.���� If 	� has aA-D.-packing of size
� U �1 � then	 has aA-D.-packing of

size
�

as �1 � �� has a�1 �-packing. This is true since for all� � 1, the

vertex� and the two vertices in theA. to which � is matched in
�

form aA-D..����Let
�	� ��

be a YES-instance of 2-STAR PACKING such that	 ad-

mits a fat crown decomposition
��g�1g�kg�. Assume for contradiction that�	� � � U �1g �� is a NO-instance for 2-STAR PACKING. This implies that
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and
�g is a set of independentA.’s in the graph, everyA-D. in 	 that has

vertices in1g��g must have at least one vertex from1g. Thus we can have

at most�1g � independentA-D.’s, a contradiction.
a

The following two corollaries to Lemma 1.3 help to determinewhen we can find fat crown

decompositions and double crown decompositions in a graph.

Corollary 5.1 Any graph	 with a collectionÔ of independentA.’s such that�� �Ô�� ��Ô �, has a non-trivial fat crown decomposition
���1�k�

, where1 � ��Ô�. This decom-

position can be found in timeK��� �p �� ��, givenÔ.

Proof of Corollary 5.1. The corollary follows from Reduction Rule 4. If eachA. is

replaced with a single vertex, then, by Lemma has a crown, this graph has a crown. We

can reintroduce theA.’s to obtain a fat crown.
a

Corollary 5.2 Any graph	 with an independent set
�
, where�� � M H�� ����, has a non-

trivial double crown decomposition
���1�k�

, where1 � ����
. This decomposition

can be found in timeK��� �p �� ��, given
�
.

Proof of Corollary 5.2.

Let	be a graph with an independent set
� � � �	�

such that
H�� ���� � �� �. We construct

a graph	� 
 	, and add for every vertex� � � ���
a copy�� such that����� 
 � ���.

By Lemma 1.3,	� has a crown decomposition
��� �1� �k��

such that1� � �Õ5 ���. We

use this crown to construct a double crown
�1���k�

in 	.

First, observe that� � 1�
if and only if �� � 1�

. Assume in contradiction that there exists

a crown decomposition such that� � 1�
but �� �� 1�

. The vertex� must be matched to

some vertex in
��

. Since���� 
 �����, the vertex�� cannot be in
��

as this would
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contradict the fact that
��

is an independent set in	. Also, �� is not in
k�

as this would

contradict1�
being a separator. Thus�� must be in1�

, contradicting the assumption.

Based on this observation, the result follows as1�
consists of pairs of vertices, a vertex

and its copy. Each pair� and�� in 1�
is matched to two vertices- and.. In 	, let � be

in 1 and let it be matched to both- and.. Doing this for every pair in1�
, we form a

double crown in	.
a

K ERNELIZATION AND BOUNDARY L EMMAS

In Table 5.2, we describe a polynomial time preprocessing algorithm to apply to an in-

stance
�	� ��

of 2-STAR PACKING.

Step 1. Compute with a greedy algorithm a maximal A-D.-
packing �. Let c 
 � /� ���

.
Step 2. Let

�
be the isolated vertices in �c�. While�� � M H�� ���� in 	, by Corollary 5.2 there is a

double crown in 	 and we can reduce
�	� ��

using
Reduction Rule 3.

Step 3. Let � be the components in �c� isomorphic toA.. While �� � G �� ���� in 	, by Corollary 5.1
there is a fat crown in 	 and we can reduce�	� ��

using Reduction Rule 4.

Table 5.2: Preprocessing algorithm for 2-STAR PACKING.

Lemma 5.4 (Algorithmic Boundary Lemma) If �� �	�� M Nt� then the preprocessing

algorithm in Table 5.2 will either find aA-D.-packing of size
�

or it will reduce
�	� ��

.

Proof of Lemma 5.4.Assume in contradiction to Lemma 5.4 that�� �	�� M Nt�, but that

the algorithm produced neither aA-D.-packing of size
�

nor a reduction of
�	� ��

.

After the preprocessing algorithm has been run,
� �	�

is partitioned as follows:

•
� ���

, the vertices in the maximal packing� for 	.
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• c 
 � / � ���
, the vertices not in present in� . We will call these vertices

outsiders. Let c> be the vertices inc that have degree$ in �c�, the subgraph

induced byc.

W

O

Figure 5.5: Example of structure after preprocessing algorithm has been run.

Note that the assumption implies that the maximal packing� is of size �� � � w�
, since

if the packing was larger we would already have a YES-instance for 2-STAR PACKING.

Structural Claims

Claim 5 ¯$ G H�c> 
 �.

Proof of Claim 5.Claim 5 is true as otherwise we could find an instance ofA-D. in �c� and thus� would not be maximal.
a

Claim 6 The size ofc- is at mostÖ�.

Proof of Claim 6.Assume in contradiction that�c-� M Ö�. This implies that

the size of�, the set ofA.’s in c, is greater than
w�

, but then�� � M �� �.
By Corollary 5.1	 has a fat crown and should have been reduced in Step 2

of the algorithm by Reduction Rule 4, contradicting the hypothesis that no

reduction can be performed.
a

Claim 7 The size ofc; is at mostÖ�.
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Proof of Claim 7. Assume in contradiction that�c; � M Ö�. Then �c; � is

greater than
H�� �and by Corollary 5.2	has a double crown and should have

been reduced in Step 3 of the algorithm by Reduction Rule 3, contradicting

the hypothesis that no reduction can be performed.
a

Thus the total size�� �	�� 
 �� �p�c;�p�c-�p�c. �p�>×. �c> � ` w�pÖ�pÖ�p# 
 Nt�.

This contradicts the assumption that�� �	�� M Nt�. a
Lemma 5.5 (Algorithmic Kernelization Lemma)Any instance

�	� ��
can be reduced to

a problem kernel of size at mostNt�.

Proof of Lemma 5.5. This follows from Lemma 5.4, as we can run the preprocessing

algorithm until it fails to reduce
�	� ��

.
a

ALGORITHM AND RUNNING T IME ANALYSIS

In the previous section we obtained a kernel for the problem of size Nt� on the number of

vertices. In Table 5.3 we provide an algorithm to solve 2-STAR PACKING.

Step 1. Apply the preprocessing algorithm in Table 5.2
to the instance

�	� ��
.

Step 2. If �� �	��M Nt� answer YES and halt.
Step 3. Else find all possible subsets

�
of size

�
in�	� ��

. For each
�

check if its elements are
centers to

�
disjoint stars of size two.

Step 4. If the answer is YES for one subset
�

in Step
2, answer YES and halt.

Step 5. Else answer NO and halt.

Table 5.3: FPT algorithm to solve 2-STAR PACKING.

Lemma 5.6 2-STAR PACKING can be solved in timeKg�H©ªC;-<�.
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Proof of Lemma 5.6.

Step 1: The preprocessing algorithm finds a maximal packing in the reduced instance.

This can be done in timeK��� ��. Once the packing is found, Reduction Rules 3 and 4 are

triggered. The running time of this reduction rule is linearin the number of the edges of

the graph [CFJ04].

Step 2: The running time of Step 2 is linear in the size of
�

as we have to check all

vertices in the graph.

Step 3: We find the center vertices of theA-D.’s in a brute forcemanner. There are�-©<< � ways to do this. By Stirling’s formula this is bounded by
H©ªC;-<

. With
�

center

vertices already selected the problem reduces to a problem on bipartite graphs where the

question is if the left hand side each can have two neighbors assigned to it. This can

easily be transformed to MAXIMUM BIPARTITE MATCHING by making two copies of

each vertex on the left hand side. MAXIMUM BIPARTITE MATCHING can be solved in

time K�\�� ��� �� [HK73]. We haveNt� p �
vertices, and thusK��.�

edges. We can

solve each try in timeK��.ª©�
. The total running time of this step isK�H©ªC;-< ] �.ª©�.

Steps 4 and 5: These two steps can be carried out in constant time.

The running time of the whole process is thus bounded byK��� �p �� �p�pH©ªC;-< ]�.ª©�.
This can be written asKg�H©ªC;-<�, concluding the proof of Lemma 5.6.

a
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EDGE-DISJOINT TRIANGLE PACKING

M OTIVATION

Let 	 
 �����
be a simple graph. AtriangleI in 	 is any induced subgraph isomorphic

toAC. A graph	 
 �����
is said to have a

�
-packing of triangles if there exist

�
triangles

in 	. The packing is called vertex-disjoint if no two of the
�

triangles share a vertex and

is called edge-disjoint no two of the
�

triangles share an edge. We look at the following

parameterization of the edge-disjoint case.

EDGE-DISJOINT TRIANGLE PACKING (ETP)

Instance: A graph	 
 �����
, a positive integer

�
Parameter:

�
Question: Are there at least

�
edge-disjoint triangles in	?

In a classical complexity setting, the decision problem ETPis NP-hard for general graphs

[Hol81] and has been shown to be NP-hard for planar graphs, even if the maximum degree

is five. It has applications in computational biology [BP96]. Regarding approximability,

ETP is known to be APX-complete [Kann94]. A general result of [HS89] leads to a

polynomial time (
w�H p Ø) approximation algorithm for anyØ M # for this problem. If	

is planar there is a polynomial time approximation scheme [Bak94] for the vertex-disjoint

case, by methods that can be extended to yield a PTAS for ETP. Caprara and Rizzi prove

that the problem remains APX-hard even for planar graphs with maximum degree five

[CR01]. The problem of finding
�

vertex-disjoint triangles has been studied within the
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framework of parameterized complexity [FH+04].

The results in this chapter are joint work with L. Mathieson and P. Shaw and have been

reported in [MPS04]. The algorithm in Table 6.2 corrects theone appearing in [MPS04].

REDUCTION RULES

Reduction Rule 1 Let  and � be two adjacent vertices of degree two in
�

. Let  and� be adjacent to the same vertex, � �
. Let	� be	 after deleting and �. Transform�	� ��

into
�	� � � U N�.

Soundness Lemma 1Reduction Rule 1 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 1.����The vertices�� and, form a triangle in	. The vertices and �
cannot be part of more than one triangle in	. By deleting and� we have

reduced the number of triangles in	 by at most one and thus
�	� � � U N� is a

YES-instance of EDGE-DISJOINT TRIANGLE PACKING.����Adding the vertices and � to 	� creates a new triangle without de-

stroying any possibilities as, can be used in more than one triangle. Hence�	� ��
is a YES-instance of EDGE-DISJOINT TRIANGLE PACKING.

a
Reduction Rule 2 If a vertex� is not part of any triangle then transform

�	� ��
into�	� 
 	 / ���� ��.

Reduction Rule 3 If an edge
!

is not part of any triangle then transform
�	� ��

into�	� 
 	 / �!�� ��.
The soundness of the previous two reduction rules is trivial, as� and

!
will never partici-

pate in any triangle packing.
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An edge
���� � �

is spannedby a vertex, if
��,� and

���,� are in
�

. A set
� �

of

verticesspansa set
��

of edges if for every
! � ��

there exists a vertex in
� �

spanning
!
.

We will use��� �� to denote the set of all edges spanned by vertices in
� �

and
� ����

to

denote the set of endpoints of edges in
��

. Now we are going to present another example

of modeled crown such as those shown in Chapter 5.

Definition 6.1 A fat-head crown decompositionof a graph	 
 �����
is a triplet

���1���
such that

�
and� form a partition of

� �	�
, 1 � ��	�

and the following properties

hold:

1.
�

is an independent set of vertices.

2. 1 is the set of edges spanned by
�

, i.e.,1 
 ����
.

3.
� �1�

, the endpoints of the edges in1, forms a separator such that there are no

edges from
�

to � /� �1�
.

4. there exists a function
�

mapping each edge
��-� �.� � 1 to a unique pair of

distinct edges
��-��� ��.��where � �

.

Figure 6.1: Example of fat-head crown.
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Reduction Rule 4 Let
�	� ��

be a graph instance that admits a fat-head crown decompo-

sition
���1���

. Let	� be	after deleting1 and
�

. Transform
�	� ��

into
�	� � �U�1 ��8

Figure 6.2: Reduction Rule 4 for EDGE-DISJOINT TRIANGLE PACKING.

Soundness Lemma 4Reduction Rule 4 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 4.����Let
�	� ��

be a YES-instance for EDGE-DISJOINT TRIANGLE PACK-

ING admitting a fat-head crown decomposition. Consider how a
�
-packing9 of triangles in	 is affected by the deletion of1 and

�
. Since

�
is an

independent set in	 and the degree of the vertices in
�

is at least two, any

triangle we remove from the instance must include an edge of1. Hence at

most �1 �triangles of9 are removed by the transformation of	 into	�. Thus	� admits a packing with at least
�� 
 � U �1 � triangles.����Assume that

�	� � � U �1 �� is a YES-instance of EDGE-DISJOINT TRI-

ANGLE PACKING. We have a set of�1 �non-edges1 between vertices in the

graph	�. We add �1 � edges and for each one of these edges at least one

vertex in
�

spanning that edge. These new vertices are independent and

consequently each edge in1 will contribute with exactly one triangle to the

packing of	. We are adding�1 � triangles and
�	� ��

is a YES-instance.
a

1A non-edge is a pair of verticesÙÚÛ in | such thatÜÙÚÛÝ Þß à.
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The following corollary to Lemma 1.3 is used to determine when there exists a fat-head

crown decomposition in a graph.

Corollary 6.1 Any graph	with an independent set
�
, where�� � M ������, has afat-head

crown decomposition
���1���

, where1 
 ����. This decomposition can be found in

linear time in the size of	, given
�
.

Proof of Corollary 6.1. Let 	 be graph with an independent set
�

such that�� � M ������.
We construct a graph model	� 
 �� � ����

such that	 admits a fat-head crown decom-

position if and only if	� has a crown decomposition.

The new graph	� 
 �� � ����
is constructed from	 
 �����

by making a copy of	
and:

• For each edge
!> � ���� add vertex�> to

� �
and edges to the endpoints of

!>.
• For everyá in

�
spanning the edge

!>, add
�á � �>� to

��
.

• Remove from
��

the edges from the endpoints of
!> to all á.

Figure 6.3: Example of transformation from	 into 	�.
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��

be the set of vertices of	� corresponding to
�

in 	. By our construction it is

clear that if �� � M ������ in 	 then ��� � M �� ����� in 	� and, by Lemma 1.3 in Chapter 1,

there exists a crown in	�.���� If 	� has a crown decomposition
��� �1� ����

, then we can find a fat-head crown���1���
in 	 where:

•
� 
 ��

is an independent set by definition.

• 1 is the set of edges represented by the vertices in1�
excluding its endpoints. That

is, every vertex in� � 1�
corresponds to an edge in

��-� �.� � 1.

• By the definition of crown decomposition, there exists a matching between
��

and1�
so that each vertex� in 1�

can be univocally assigned a vertex in
��

. By

the nature of the construction of	�, each vertex in� � 	� corresponds to an edge��-� �.� � 1. The mapping
�

we are looking for between the elements of1 and the

vertices in
�

is thus the one assigning to each edge
��-� �.� the edges

���-�� ���.�.
• � is the rest of the graph.

Thus, if �� � M ������ there exists a fat-head crown decomposition.
a

K ERNELIZATION AND BOUNDARY L EMMAS

In Table 6.1, we describe an FPT preprocessing algorithm which we apply to an instance�	� ��
reducedunder Reduction Rules 1, 2 and 3.

Lemma 6.1 (Algorithmic Boundary Lemma)If �� �	�� M s�
then the preprocessing

algorithm in Table 6.1 will either find an edge-disjoint triangle packing of size
�

or it will

reduce
�	� ��

.
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Step 1. Compute with a greedy algorithm a maxi-
mal edge-disjoint triangle packing 9. Letc 
 � /� �9 �

.
(We will argue in Lemma 6.1 that the maxi-
mality of 9 implies that c is an indepen-
dent set in 	).

Step 2. Find all possible subsets
�

of vertices in� �9 �
.

Step 3. For each of the subsets find all vertices
in ��� � + c 
 c� and calculate ��c��.

Step 4. If �c� � M ���c��� by Corollary 6.1 there is a
fat-head crown that can be reduced using
Reduction Rule 4.

Table 6.1: Preprocessing algorithm for EDGE-DISJOINT TRIANGLE PACKING.

Proof of Lemma 6.1. Assume in contradiction that�� �	�� M s�
, but that the algorithm

produced neither a
�

edge-disjoint triangle packing nor a reduction of
�	� ��

.

After the preprocessing algorithm has been run,
� �	�

is partitioned as follows:

•
� �9 �

, the vertices of the maximal edge-disjoint triangle packing 9 for 	.

• c q � /� �9 �
, the vertices not present in9 .

Figure 6.4: Example of structure after preprocessing algorithm has been run.

We will refer to the edges not participating in the packing asghost edges. Note that9
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contains at most
w�

vertices, since if the packing was larger we would already have a

YES-instance for EDGE-DISJOINT TRIANGLE PACKING.

Structural Claims

Claim 1 There are no triangles in�c�.
Proof of Claim 1.If there existed a triangle in�c�, then we could increase the

size of the packing by one, contradicting our assumption that 9 is maximal.a
Claim 2 The setc is an independent set in	.

Proof of Claim 2.Assume that there exists an edge
�-�.� for some-�. �c. Then by Reduction Rule 3, it must be part of some triangle, and by Claim

1, the triangle is not inc. So there exists a vertex� � 9 that forms this

triangle. Then we have a triangle that is not in the packing, so we could

increase the packing by one, contradicting our assumption that9 is maximal.a
Claim 3 For all  � c,  does not span any ghost edges in9 .

Proof of Claim 3.Assume there was such a vertex. Then we would have a

triangle that is not included in the packing, and we could increase the packing

by one, contradicting the assumption that9 is maximal.
a

Claim 4 For every triangle â����,� � 9 , if one edge is spanned by: � c, then there is

no � � c�� 0
 : such that� spans another edge inâ����,�.
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Proof of Claim 4. Assume that we had such an arrangement. Then, with-

out loss of generality, assume that: spans the edge
���� and � spans the

edge
���,�. We can replaceâ����,� � 9 with two triangles â����:� andâ���,���, and thus increase the size of the packing by one, contradicting the

assumption that9 is maximal.
a

Note that if a vertex: � c spans more than one edge in a triangleâ����,� � 9 , then it

spans all three edges. Then by the previous claim, if a vertex: � c spans more than one

edge in a triangleâ����,� � 9 , then it is the only vertex that spans any edge inâ����,�.
From now on we consider in�9 � the following:

• I;: triangles in�9 �with no vertices inc spanning any of their edges.

• I-: triangles in�9 �which have exactly one edge spanned by vertices inc.

• I�: triangles in�9 �which have all edges spanned by some unique vertex inc.

Note that �I; � p �I- � p �I� � � �
as otherwise we would already have a

�
-packing of

edge-disjoint triangles. Consequently, note that�I� � � � U �I-� U �I; �.
We say that a vertex spans a triangle if it spans any edge in thetriangle. We definec;
to be the set of vertices inc spanning triangles of typeI;, c� the set of vertices inc
spanning triangles of typeI� andc- the set of vertices inc /c� spanning triangles of

typeI-. Note that the vertices inc- are those vertices inc spanning only triangles of

typeI-.
Claim 5 The setc; 
 � (by definition ofI;).
Claim 6 The size ofc�, �c�� � � U �I-� U �I; �.
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Figure 6.5: Example of partition of the setsc and9
Proof of Claim 6.EachI�-triangle is spanned by a unique vertex inc. Also

note that a vertex inc may span all edges of two triangles of typeI�. Then,�c�� ` �I� � � � U �I-� U �I; �. a
Claim 7 The size ofc-, �c-� ` �I-�.

Proof of Claim 7.By definition ofI-, only one edge in each triangle of typeI- is spanned by vertices inc. Assume that�c-� M �I- �, then by Corol-

lary 6.1, there is a fat-head crown in	, asc- is an independent set (by Claim

2) and the edges spanned byc- in I- constitute��c-�. This fat-head crown

should have been reduced in Step 2 of the algorithm, contradicting the hy-

pothesis that
�	� ��

can no further be reduced by Reduction Rule 4.
a

Claim 8 The total size ofc, �c� � �
.

Proof of Claim 8.There are no vertices inc; by Claim 5, and consequently�c� 
 �c� �c-�. The size ofc is thus,�c- �c�� ` �c-�p �c� �. By Claim

6 this is at most�I-�p �c�� , and �I-� p �c�� � �I-� p �� U �I- � U �I; �� by

Claim 7. Hence,�c� � � U �I; � ` �
.

a
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Claim 9 The total size of
�

, �� � ` w� p � 
 s�
.

Proof of Claim 9.As noted before, the size of
� �9 �

is at most
w�

, and the

size ofc is at most
�

by Claim 8. By definition�� � 
 �� �9 ��p �c�and the

inequality follows.
a

Thus from Claim 9, we have that the total size of�� � is at most
s�

contradicting our initial

assumptions and thus we have the proof of the lemma.
a

Lemma 6.2 (Algorithmic Kernelization Lemma)Any instance
�	� ��

can be reduced to

a problem kernel of size at most
s�

.

Proof of Lemma 6.2. This follows from Lemma 6.1, as we can run the preprocessing

algorithm until it fails to reduce	.
a

ALGORITHM AND RUNNING T IME ANALYSIS

In the previous section we obtained a kernel for the problem of size
s�

on the number

of vertices. In Table 6.2 we provide an algorithm to solve EDGE-DISJOINT TRIANGLE

PACKING.

Step 1. Apply Reduction Rules 1,2 and 3 to
�	� ��

until
the instance is reduced.

Step 2. Apply the preprocessing algorithm in Table 6.1
to the reduced instance

�	� ��
of Step 1.

Step 3. If �� � M s�
answer YES and halt.

Step 4. Apply subroutine in Table 6.3.
Step 5. If the answer is YES in subroutine in Table

6.3, answer YES and halt.
Step 6. Else answer NO and halt.

Table 6.2: FPT algorithm to solve EDGE-DISJOINT TRIANGLE PACKING.
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Lemma 6.3 EDGE-DISJOINT TRIANGLE PACKING can be solved in timeKg�HC<W°±² Cª.<X�.
Proof of Lemma 6.3.We will analyze each step of the algorithm separately.

Step 1: Reduction Rule 1 can be performed in quadratic time on�� �. Reduction Rules 2

and 3 have a worst-case running time ofK��� �. ] �)y ). �� 
 K��� �u�.
Step 2: The preprocessing algorithm finds a maximal packing9 in the reduced instance.

This can be done in timeK��� ��. As the packing has less than
w�

vertices, calculating all

subsets
�

in
� �9 �

can be done in time bounded by
HC<

. Finding the setc� 
 ��� � + c
and the set of edges spanned byc� can be done in quadratic time in the size of

� �	�
.

Reduction Rule 4 may be triggered at this stage for every subset
�

. The running time of

this reduction rule is linear in the number of edges in the graph [CFJ04].

The total time of the preprocessing algorithm is inK��� �p HC< ��� �. p �� ���.
Step 3: This step can be carried out in linear time in the number of vertices in the graph.

Step 4: We explore all ways of choosing
�

edge-disjoint triangles in the reduced instance.

We do this by calling the following recursive processfindTriangles on
�	� ��

:

findTriangles �	���
;

if
� 
 # return YES;

for each edge
���� � ��	�

;
for each , � � �	�

, , 0
 ��;
if â����,� is a triangle in 	

do 	� 
 ���� / ������ ���,�� �,����;
return findTriangles 	̂� � � U N_;

return NO.

Table 6.3: Subroutine to solve EDGE-DISJOINT TRIANGLE PACKING.

Line 2 of the algorithm can be executed in constant time. As there are at most
s�

vertices

and
x�.UH�

edges in	, line 5 of the algorithm is performed at most
�x�.UH���s�UH� �
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times in each recursive call offindTriangles. Checking if three vertices form

a triangle and then deleting the corresponding edges can be done in constant time. We

can perform at most
�

recursive calls tofindTriangles as the value of
�

decreases

by one in each round. Hence, the running time of the process inorderK��wH�C�<� 
K�HC<¤ãäW åµC.<X� ` K�HC< °±²WCª.<X�.
Step 5 and Step 6: Steps 5 and 6 be carried out in constant time.

Therefore, the total running time of the algorithm isK��� �u p �� � p HC< ��� �. p �� �� pHC< °±²WCª.<X� 
 Kg�HC< °±²WCª.<X�. a
It is to be noted that single exponential running time can be achieved for both EDGE-

DISJOINT TRIANGLE PACKING and one of the problems in Chapter 5,�-STAR PACKING.

The algorithm to obtain this running time uses a color codingtechnique, also known as

hashing [AYZ95]. The idea is to use dynamic programming on a coloring of the edges of

the graph. For more details on this type of technique for packing problems we refer the

reader to [FK+04].
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MAX INTERNAL SPANNING TREE

M OTIVATION

As we did in Chapter 3 with MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE, this chapter addresses a

problem concerning spanning trees. In this case, instead ofmaximizing the number of

leaves, we try to maximize the number of internal vertices. This problem is called MAX

INTERNAL SPANNING TREE. A natural parameterization of this problem is formally

defined as follows:

MAX INTERNAL SPANNING TREE

Instance: A connected graph	 
 �����
and a positive integer

�
Parameter:

�
Question: Does	 have a spanning tree with at least

�
internal vertices?

The problem is NP-complete as HAMILTONIAN PATH can be considered a special case of

MAX INTERNAL SPANNING TREE by making
� 
 �� �U H

and HAMILTONIAN PATH is

NP-complete [Karp72].

The reduction rules and the proofs to structural claims in this chapter are joint work with

C. Sloper and have been reported in [PS03]. The proof of Reduction Rule 2 corrects the

one appearing in [PS03].
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REDUCTION RULES

A vertex  � �
is a common neighborof a pair of distinct vertices�,-�,.� if both��,-� and

��,.� are in
��	�

.

Let I be a spanning tree with
�

internal vertices. We say that a leaf inI is essentialto I
if its removal makesI have

� U N internal vertices. Any other leaf inI will be termed

non-essential. Note that there are at most
�

essential leaves inI .

Reduction Rule 1 Let 	 
 �����
be a connected graph such that there exist two ver-

ticesand� of degree one. Let, be the common neighbor of���� in 	. Let	� 
 	/�.

Transform
�	� ��

into
�	� � ��.

k

u v

w

k

u

w

Figure 7.1: Reduction Rule 1 for MAX INTERNAL SPANNING TREE.

Soundness Lemma 1Reduction Rule 1 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 1.����Assume	� has a spanning tree with
�

internal vertices. Then	 has

a spanning tree with
�

internal vertices since adding a vertex of degree one

cannot decrease the number of internal vertices.����Assume	 has a spanning tree with
�

internal vertices. Then, is an

internal vertex since and� must always be leaves. In	� the vertex, is still

an internal vertex because can still be a leaf. Thus the number of internal

vertices in a spanning tree in	� is not affected by the deletion of�.
a
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Reduction Rule 2 Let 	 
 �����
be a connected graph. LetÔ be an independent set

in 	. Let  � Ô and �� ��� G H
. Assume that for every pair of vertices� 
 ������ in��� there exists a set�? of

H� p N vertices inÔ which are common neighbors to� and��. Assume that for every two different pairs� and��, �? + �?5 
 � (see Figure 7.2). Let	� 
 	 /. Transform
�	� ��

into
�	� � ��.

u

v’ v’’v’’v vv’

... 2k+1 

... 2k+1 

... 2k+1 
... 2k+1 

... 2k+1 

... 2k+1 

Figure 7.2: Vertex is common neighbor to the pairs�v,v
��

, �v�,v��� and�v,v
���

Soundness Lemma 2Reduction Rule 2 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 2.����Assume
�	� � �� is a YES-instance for MAX INTERNAL SPANNING TREE.

If 	� has a
�
-internal spanning treeI � then	 has a

�
-internal spanning treeI by extendingI � to form a spanning tree for	. The introduction of does

not decrease the number of internal vertices and thus
�	� ��

is a YES-instance

for MAX INTERNAL SPANNING TREE.����Assume
�	� ��

is a YES-instance for MAX INTERNAL SPANNING TREE.

Let I be a spanning tree in	 with
�

internal vertices. Two cases arise:

1. Vertex is a leaf inI .
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1.1. The parent inI of , vertex�, has degree greater than two inI .

Then is a non-essential leaf inI andI / is a spanning tree with�
internal vertices for	�. Thus

�	� � �� is a YES-instance for MAX

INTERNAL SPANNING TREE.

1.2. The parent inI of , vertex�, has degree two inI . By our as-

sumption we know that� has at least
H� p N other neighbors inÔ.

If at least
�

of these neighbors are internal vertices inI , then
is a non-essential leaf inI , as its removal will make� a leaf, but

there are still
�

internal vertices inI . Otherwise, there are at least� p N leaves among the
H� p N neighbors of�. Since at most

�
of

them can be essential, there is at least one vertex, which is a non-

essential leaf inI . Let the parent of, in I be��. Vertex�� 0
 � as

otherwise the degree of� in I would not be two. ModifyingI by

deleting
�,� ��� from I and adding

�,� ��, makes� be neighbor of

more than two vertices inI . Case 1.1 now applies.

2. Vertex is internal inI .

Since vertex is internal,
 !"�� 
 $ G H

in I . We will show that it is

always possible to modifyI to obtain a spanning treeI g with
�

internal

vertices, where has degree$ U N in I g. We can repeatedly apply this

procedure until has degree one inI g and Case 1 applies.

Consider any two vertices:�� � � �� in I . Vertices: and � have

at least
H� p N common neighbors inÔ. Either there are more than

�
internal vertices among these

H� p N common neighbors, or there are at

most
�

internal vertices.

2.1. If there are at most
�

internal vertices, then there are at least
� p N

leaves among the
H� p N common neighbors of: and�. Since at

most
�

of them can be essential, there is at least one vertex, which

is a non-essential leaf inI . Let the parent of, in I be �. Three
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subcases arise:

2.1.1. Vertex� �� �:���. Then, by removing
�:�� and

�,� �� from

the spanning tree and adding
�:�,�� �,���, we obtain a span-

ning treeI g with at least
�

internal vertices where is of de-

gree
�$ U N� in I g.

2.1.2. Vertex� 
 :. Then, by removing
�:�� and adding

���,�
from I we obtain a spanning treeI g with at least

�
internal

vertices where is of degree
�$ U N� in I g.

2.1.3. Vertex� 
 �. Then, by removing
�:�� and adding

�:�,� we

obtain a spanning treeI g with at least
�

internal vertices where is of degree
�$ U N� in I g.

2.2. If there are more than
�

internal vertices, let, be any of them. Let:� and�� be two neighbors inI of ,. SinceÔ is an independent

set in	, vertices:� and�� are not inÔ. Also, �:��� 0
 �:� � ��� as

otherwiseI would contain a cycle. Two subcases arise:

2.2.1. One vertex out of�:� � ��� is in �:���. Then, without loss of

generality assume� 
 ��. Then, by removing
�:�� from I

and adding
�:�,�we obtain a spanning treeI g where, is still

internal and is of degree
�$ U N� in I g.

2.2.2. No vertex out of�:� � ��� is in �:���. Then, there must be a path9 in I joining  and,. If 9 goes through�, then by removing�:�� from I and adding
�:�,� we obtain a spanning treeI g

where, is still internal and is of degree
�$ U N� in I g. If9 does not go through�, then by removing
���� from I and

adding
���,� we obtain a spanning treeI g where, is still

internal and is of degree
�$ U N� in I g.

With Cases 1 and 2, we have proved thatI can be modified to obtain a span-

ning treeI g where is a non-essential leaf. Non-essential leaves can be
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removed without making
�	� ��

become a NO-instance.
a

Reduction Rule 3 Let  and� be two adjacent vertices of degree greater than one in	
and

���� � ��	�
be a bridge in	. Let	� 
 	2J436, the graph obtained by merging

and� into a new vertex 7 �. Transform
�	� ��

into
�	� � � U N�.

u v u v

Figure 7.3: Reduction Rule 3 for MAX INTERNAL SPANNING TREE.

Soundness Lemma 3Reduction Rule 3 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 3.���� If
���� is a bridge then both and� must be internal to any spanning

treeI in 	. Thus merging and � into a single vertex will decrease the

number of internal vertices by one, making
�	� � � U N� a YES-instance for

MAX INTERNAL SPANNING TREE.����Let I � be a spanning tree with
� U N internal vertices in	� 
 	2J436.

The vertex 7 � is an articulation vertex in	� and therefore is always

an internal vertex ofI �. If we expand this articulation vertex to create	,

the edge joining the resulting two vertices will be a bridge and thus both its

endpoints will be internal to any spanning treeI in 	. The spanning treeI
has one more internal vertex thanI � and thus

�	� ��
is a YES-instance for

MAX INTERNAL SPANNING TREE. a
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K ERNELIZATION AND BOUNDARY L EMMAS

In our analysis we only use Reduction Rules 1 and 2 and thus an instance is considered

reducedwhen these rules are no longer applicable. We have included Reduction Rule 3

since it may also be of interest from a practical point of view.

Given a spanning treeI of a graph	 we say that two leaves:�� � I are in conflict if�:��� � ��	�
.

The algorithm in Table 7.1 describes a polynomial time preprocessing algorithm to be

applied to any instance
�	� ��

of MAX INTERNAL SPANNING TREE.

Lemma 7.1 (Algorithmic Boundary Lemma)Let 	 be a connected graph. If�� �	�� M�C
then the preprocessing algorithm in Table 7.1 will either decide the instance

�	� ��
or

it will reduce it.

Figure 7.4 illustrates the partition of the vertex set obtained by the preprocessing algo-

rithm described in Table 7.1. Note that the thicker lines indicate the edges in the spanning

treeI .

LI

Figure 7.4: Example of structure after preprocessing algorithm has been run.
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Step 1. Compute a spanning tree I. Denote by
�

the set of internal vertices in I and by d
the set of leaves. While there exist two
leaves : and � in d that are in conflict do:
1.a If : and � are in conflict and � � �

,
the parent of :, has degree greater than
two in I, construct a new spanning treeI � using the edge

�:��� instead of
�:� ��.

Since � is now of degree at least two inI � we decrease the number of leaves by
one.

1.b If : and � are in conflict, both their
parents have degree two in I, and there
exists a vertex :� on a path in I from :
to � that has degree greater than two inI, then let :�� be the predecessor of :� on
that path. Construct a new spanning treeI � using the edge

�:��� instead of
�:�� �:��.

Since :� is now of degree at least
H
inI � we decrease the number of leaves by at

least one.
1.c If : and � are in conflict and all ver-

tices on a path in I from : to � have
degree two in I, since I is spanning,
then I is a Hamiltonian path in 	.
1.c.1 If �� � G � p H

then answer YES and
halt.

1.c.2 Otherwise answer NO and halt.
(We will argue in Lemma 7.1 that after this
step has been run, if the instance has not yet
been decided, the set d is an independent set
in 	).

Step 2. If there exist two vertices ,� � d of degree
one in 	 such that ���
����, then reduce using
Reduction Rule 1.

Step 3. Let dæ be the set of vertices in d of degree
greater than 1 in 	. For every , �dæ do: If
for every pair ���� of vertices in ��,� there
exist

H�pH distinct common neighbors to ���� indæ then reduce using Reduction Rule 2.

Table 7.1: Preprocessing algorithm for MAX INTERNAL SPANNING TREE.
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Proof of Lemma 7.1. Assume in contradiction that�� �	�� M �C
, but that the algorithm

has neither decided the instance
�	� ��

nor reduced it.

After the preprocessing algorithm has been run, we have a spanning treeI . Consider the

following partition of
� �	�

:

• The subset
�

of internal vertices ofI ,

• The subsetd of leaves ofI .

Structural Claims

Claim 1 The set
�

has at most
� U N vertices.

Proof of Claim 1. The claim holds as otherwise we would have a YES-

instance for MAX INTERNAL SPANNING TREE contradicting the claim that

the instance has not been decided.
a

Claim 2 If d has more than
� U N vertices of degree one then we can reduce using Re-

duction Rule 1.

Proof of Claim 2.Note that all vertices in
�

have degree at least two in	. If

there exist more than
� U N vertices of degree one, they would be ind and

then at least one vertex in
�

would have two neighbors of degree one in	.

Thus there exist two vertices�� � d such that��� 
 ���� and we can

reduce using Reduction Rule 1.
a

Claim 3 The setd is an independent set in	.
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Proof of Claim 3.Assume in contradiction that there exist conflicts between

the leaves ind. If the spanning treeI generated in Step 1 of the preprocessing

algorithm has conflicts between its leaves, Steps 1.a and 1.bwill modify I
to obtain a spanning tree with fewer leaves. Thus, Step 1 terminates only

whend is an independent set or whenI is a Hamiltonian path is	. In this

case Step 1.c would answer YES or NO, contradicting the assumption that

the instance has not been decided.
a

We say that, � d is and-link for two vertices�� � �
if , is a common neighbor to

and�. Let 9ç be the set of all pairs of vertices in
�
. Each pair of vertices in9ç determine

a d-link positionin d. An d-link position determined by a pair of vertices and� in
�

containsa vertex, if , � d is and-link for  and�.

Claim 4 There are at most
ÜèéêÝÜèéëÝë possibled-link positions ind.

Proof of Claim 4.Since there are at most
� UN vertices in

�
by Claim 1, there

are at most�<=-. �
pairs of vertices in9ç, each one determining oned-link

position.
a

Claim 5 If eachd-link position ind contains at least
H� pH d-link vertices, then we can

use Reduction Rule 2.

Proof of Claim 5.Let  be a vertex ind. Since everyd-link position con-

tains at least
H� p H

vertices, in particular for every pair������ of vertices in��� there exist and
H� p Nother distinct vertices ind which are common

neighbors to the pair������. Sinced is an independent set, vertex is thus

under the hypotheses of Reduction Rule 2, and
�	� ��

can be reduced.
a

Claim 6 If dæ has more than
�CUH�.U�pH

vertices then we can reduce using Reduction

Rule 2.
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Proof of Claim 6.Assume in contradiction that there existed more than
�C UH�. U � p H

vertices in	.

By Claim 5, there is at least oned-link position that contains less than
H�pH

vertices. Let���� � 9ç be such a pair.

Mark1 the pair���� � 9ç and all the vertices in thed-link position deter-

mined by����.
Consider now the set9�ç 
 9ç / ����. If all pairs in9�ç determined-link

positions containing more than
H� p H

unmarked vertices, the argument in

Claim 5 applies to9�ç and thed-links that are left unmarked. Hence,
�	� ��

can be reduced by Reduction Rule 2, contradicting the claim that no reduction

has taken place. Thus, there is at least one unmarked pair determining and-

link position that contains less than
H� p H

unmarked vertices. Assume that

the pair is������. Mark the pair������ and all thed-links in thed-link

position determined by� and��. Make9��ç 
 9 �ç /������. Recursively apply

this process until all pairs are marked. Since, by Claim 4, there are at mostW<=-XW<=.X. such pairs, no more than
�H� p H�W<=-XW<=.X. 
 �C U H�. U � p H

vertices of degree greater than one can exist in the setd.
a

The total size�� �	�� 
 �� �p �d�. By Claim 2 we know that there are at most
�UNvertices

of degree one ind, as otherwise we could reduce using Reduction Rule 1, contradicting

the claim that no reduction has taken place. By Claim 6 there are at most
�C UH�. U�pH

vertices of degree greater than one ind as otherwise we could reduce using Reduction

Rule 2, contradicting the claim that no reduction has taken place. As there are at most� U N vertices in
�
, �� �	�� ` �C U H�. U � p H

. This contradicts the assumption that�� �	�� M �C
since

�C U H�. U � p H � �C
for all positive values of

�
, concluding the

proof of Lemma 7.1.
a

1By markingthe pairìÙÚÙ{íwhat is meant is marking the 2-element setìÙÚÙ{í.
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Lemma 7.2 (Algorithmic Kernelization Lemma)Any instance
�	� ��

can be reduced to

a problem kernel of size at most
�C

.

Proof of Lemma 7.2. This follows from Lemma 7.1, as we can run the preprocessing

algorithm until it fails to reduce	.
a

ALGORITHM AND RUNNING T IME ANALYSIS

In the previous section we obtained a kernel for the problem.In Table 7.2 we provide an

algorithm to solve MAX INTERNAL SPANNING TREE.

Step 1. Apply the preprocessing algorithm in Table 7.1
to an instance

�	� ��
.

Step 2. If �� �	�� > �C
then answer YES and halt.

Step 3. Else find all possible sets � of size
�
in�	� ��

.
Step 4. For each one of the sets in Step 3 check if the

vertices in
� ��� can be used as internal ver-

tices for a spanning tree of 	 in a brute force
manner.

Step 5. If the answer is YES for one of the subsets in
Step 3, answer YES and halt.

Step 6. Else answer NO and halt.

Table 7.2: FPT algorithm to solve MAX INTERNAL SPANNING TREE.

Lemma 7.3 MAX INTERNAL SPANNING TREE can be solved in timeKg�Hî³< °±² <�.
Proof of Lemma 7.3.

Step 1: We must analyze the running time of the preprocessing algorithm in Table 7.1:

We can use breadth-first search to obtain a spanning treeI . This can be done in timeK��� �p �� �� [CLRS01]. InI , let
�

be the set of internal vertices andd the set of leaves.

If the leaves inI are not independent we must repair the conflicts. Each conflict can be
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detected in timeK��� �� and repaired in timeK��� ��. Note that at the end of Step 1 of the

preprocessing algorithm, the set of leavesd is independent.

Reduction Rule 1 (Step 2 of the preprocessing algorithm) canbe performed in timeK��� �.� as finding vertices of degree one can be done in timeK��� �.� and deleting in

constant time.

To reduce the number of vertices ind using Reduction Rule 2, we proceed as explained

in Step 3 of the preprocessing algorithm. For each vertex � d we count the number of

vertices that ared-links for each pair of neighbors of. If all pairs have more than
H�p Nd-links we can remove. As there are less than

ÜèéêÝÜèéëÝë such pairs, this can be done

in timeK��. ] �� ��.
Thus, reducing the instance to a cubic kernel can be done in polynomial time on the size

of the instance.

Step 2: This step can be done in linear time in the size of
� �	�

.

Step 3: To check if there is a spanning tree with
�

internal vertices we test every possible

subset� of size
�

in the kernel to construct a treeI �. The number of
�
-sets in	 is

bounded by the following function:

T�C� V 
 �C��C U N� ] ] ] ��C U � p N��Y ` ��C�<�<�. 
 �ï³< 
 H.ª©< °±² <
Step 4: If I � has

�
vertices and for all leaves inI � we can find a unique vertex in

� �	� /� �I ��, thenI � can be extended to a spanning treeI which has at least
�

internal vertices.

To do this we try every possible construction of a spanning treeI � in �. By Cayley’s

formula, there are at most
�<=.

different spanning trees in�. Each tree can be found

in time K������� p �� ����� 
 K��.�
[CLRS01]. Thus all trees in� can be found in

time bounded by
�. ] �<=. 
 �< 
 H< °±² <

. Then for each leaf inI � at least one vertex

in the remaining kernel can be designated to ensure that vertex is internal toI . This
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is equivalent to testing if there is a bipartite matching between the leaves ofI � and the

remaining kernel
� �	� / � ���. Checking if there is a bipartite matching can be done in

timeK�\�� ��� �� [HK73]. There are no more than
�u

edges between the leaves inI � and� �	� / � ��� giving us a total running time ofK�� ��³ � to check if there is a matching.

Thus for each
�
-set� we can verify in time bounded by

H< °±² < ] � ��³ if � determines the
�

internal vertices of a solution spanning tree for	.

The total running time of Steps 3 and 4 is bounded byK�Hî³< °±² < ] � ��³ �.
Step 5 and Step 6: Steps 5 and 6 can be carried out in constant time.

The total running time of the algorithm is thusK��� ��� �p �� �. p�. �� �pHî³< °±² < ]� ��³ � 
Kg�Hî³< °±² <� as claimed in the lemma.
a
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M INIMUM MAXIMAL MATCHING

M OTIVATION

A maximal matching is a matching such that every edge which isnot part of the matching

shares a common endpoint with some edge in the matching. Finding a minimum maximal

matching, the MINIMUM MAXIMAL MATCHING problem, is NP-complete [GY80]. A

natural parameterization of the problem, taking as a parameter the number edges allowed

in the matching, is formally defined as follows:

M INIMUM MAXIMAL MATCHING

Instance: A connected graph	 
 �����
and a positive integer

�
Parameter:

�
Question: Is there a subset

�� � �
of size at most

�
, such that no two edges

in
��

share a common endpoint and every edge in
� /��

shares a

common endpoint with some edge in
��

?��
is called amatchingin

��	�
and the edges in

��
are calledmatched edges. It is

possible that some vertices will not be endpoints of any edgein
��

. We will call those

vertices which are endpoints to an edge in
��

vertices in the matchingor matched vertices.

Yannakakis and Gavril [GY80] prove that the related EDGE DOMINATING SET problem,

which asks for a set
�� � �

of
�

or fewer edges such that every edge in
��

shares at least

one endpoint with some edge in
��

, is also NP-complete, even for planar bipartite graphs

with maximum degree three.
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M INIMUM MAXIMAL MATCHING has been studied from many different angles, in many

cases when considering the MINIMUM MAXIMAL FLOW problem [Ski97]. It has a 2-

approximation algorithm (any maximal matching approximates within a factor of 2) and

it is APX-complete [AC+99]. Heuristics [FNU01] and randomized algorithms [Zit99]

have also been proposed for MINIMUM MAXIMAL MATCHING. As a lower bound, M.

Chlebík, J. Chlebíková [CC03] show that it is NP-hard to approximate the solution of the

problem to within any constant factor smaller thanðñ.

Restrictions to MINIMUM MAXIMAL MATCHING have been studied in the field of pa-

rameterized complexity. There are FPT algorithms for this problem for graphs exclud-

ing single-crossing graphs as minors, graphs of bounded genus,ACDC andA© minor-free

graphs [DHT04] and in general for1-minor-free graphs [DFHT03].

REDUCTION RULES

In the case of MINIMUM MAXIMAL MATCHING we introduce a generalization of the

double crowndecomposition defined in Chapter 5. Here each vertex in1 has
�

vertices

from
�

assigned to it (as opposed to only two as in the case of double crowns). An

illustration of this type of crown is shown in Figure 8.1 for the case
� 
 w

. The dashed

lines indicate how each vertex in1 is assigned three vertices in
�

.
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Figure 8.1: Example of
�
-spike crown with

� 
 w
.
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This modeled crown decomposition is called
�
-spike crown decompositionand is formally

defined as follows:

Definition 8.1 A
�
-spike crown decompositionof a graph	 
 �����

is a partition of the

vertices of the graph into three non-empty sets
��1 and� with the following properties:

1. 1 is a separator in	 such that there are no edges in	 between vertices belonging

to
�

and vertices belonging to�.

2.
�

is an independent set in	.

3.
� 
 �J � �- � �. � 8 8 8 � �< is an

�� p N�-partition of
�

with
�J 0
 �.

4. For all N ` $ ` � ��> � 
 �1 �, and there is a perfect matching�> between
�> and1.

5. A one-to-many mapping
�

assigns to every� � 1 exactly
�

distinct vertices��-��.� 8 8 8 � �<� � �
such that

����>� � �> for N ` $ ` �
.

Before presenting the
�
-spike crownreduction rule, we state the following observation:

Proposition 8.1 Let
� 
 �-�.� 8 8 8 �¤� an independent set in	 of size& M �

. If
�	� ��

is aYES-instance forM INIMUM MAXIMAL MATCHING, and there exists a vertex � �
such that��� � �

, then is a vertex in any minimum maximal matching of size
�
.

Proof of Proposition 8.1. This proposition can be proved by contradiction. If is not a

matched vertex, all its neighbors in
�

are matched vertices, as otherwise the matching is

not maximal. Since�� � M �
, any matching containing every vertex in

�
, has size greater

than
�
. Thus, if is not part of any maximal matching, there is no maximal matching in	 of size at most

�
, and

�	� ��
is a NO-instance for MINIMUM MAXIMAL MATCHING,

a contradiction.
a
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Reduction Rule 1 Let
�	� ��

be a graph instance that admits a
��

+ N�-spike crown de-

composition
���1���

. Let	� be	 after deleting
�J. Transform

�	� ��
into

�	� � ��.
Soundness Lemma 1Reduction Rule 1 is sound.

Proof of Soundness Lemma 1.����Assume
�	� ��

is a YES-instance of MINIMUM MAXIMAL MATCHING

which admits a
��

+N�-spike crown decomposition. Assume� is a maximal

matching of size
�

in 	. If the vertices in
�J are not endpoints in�, then

deleting
�J will not affect the size of any maximal matching. If, to the con-

trary, there exists a vertex in
�J which is part of the matching, as

�
is an

independent set in	, must be matched to a vertex� in 1. Hence, a vertex,
can be found in the

��
+N�-spike crown in one of the

�> sets with$ 0
 . Thus

we can construct a new matching which does not contain the edge
���� but

contains
���,� instead. The matching� has size

�
proving that the deletion

of
�J can never transform any YES-instance

�	� ��
of M INIMUM MAXIMAL

MATCHING into a NO-instance.����Conversely, by Proposition 8.1, every vertex in1 is a vertex in the

matching as they can always be matched to vertices in
�> with $ 
 N� H� 8 8 8 � �.

Thus, adding any vertex which is only adjacent to vertices in1 is not going

to transform any YES-instance
�	� � �� into a NO-instance.

a
The following corollary to Lemma 1.3 is used to determine when we can find a

��
+N�-

spike crown decomposition in a graph instance.

Corollary 8.1 Any graph	 with an independent set
�
, where�� � M �� p N��� ����, has a��

+N�-spike crown decomposition
���1���

, where1 � ����
. Given

�
, this decompo-

sition can be found in timeK��	�.�.
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Proof of Corollary 8.1. Let 	 be a graph with an independent set
� � � �	�

such

that
�� p N��� ���� � �� �. An auxiliary graph	� is constructed from	, by adding for

every vertex� � � ���
vertices��-��.� 8 8 8 � �<� � ��

with ���>� 
 � ��� for all $. By

Lemma 1.3,	� has a crown decomposition
��� �1� ����

, with
�� 
 �

, 1� � �Õ5 ���,
since �1� � � ���5 �1��� and

��
is an independent set. We use this crown to construct a��

+N�-spike crown
���1���

in 	.

First observe that� � 1�
if and only if �> � 1�

for all $. Assume in contradiction that

there exists a crown decomposition such that� � 1�
but �> �� 1�

. The vertex� must be

matched to some vertex in
��

. Let �� be one of the copies of� in the auxiliary graph.

Since���� 
 ����� we have that�� cannot be in
��

as it would contradict that
��

is an

independent set in	. Also, for all $, �> is not in��
as that would contradict that1�

is a

separator. Thus�> must be in1�
, contradicting the assumption.

Based on this observation, the result follows as1�
consists of groups of vertices, a vertex

and its
�

copies. Each set� 
 ����-� 8 8 8 � �<� � 1�
has size

� p N and forms a perfect

matching to
� p N vertices��-� 8 8 8 �<�. In 	, let � be in1 and let

�
be the function

assigning� to the vertices��-� 8 8 8 �<� in the matching in	�. Do this for every� � 1�
.

This forms a
��

+N�-spike crown in	.

Constructing the graph	� can be done in quadratic time on the size of	. By Lemma 1.3

we know that a crown decomposition can be found in a graph timeK��� �p �� ��, given�
. Thus a

��
+ N�-spike crown decompositioncan be found in quadratic time on the size of	, given

�
.

a
K ERNELIZATION AND BOUNDARY L EMMAS

Before giving the preprocessing algorithm, it is importantto note that if there exists a

maximal matching� in 	 of size �� � M H�
then

�	� ��
is a NO-instance for MINIMUM

MAXIMAL MATCHING. Assume we have more than
H�

independent edges in	. Any

edge in a minimum maximal matching could cover at most two of those edges and thus
�
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edges would always leave at least one edge outside making it impossible for
�	� ��

to be

a YES-instance of MINIMUM MAXIMAL MATCHING.

In Table 8.1 we describe a polynomial time preprocessing algorithm which we apply to

an instance
�	� ��

of M INIMUM MAXIMAL MATCHING.

Step 1. Compute an arbitrary maximal matching � in 	.
Let c 
 � /� ���

.
(We will argue in Lemma 8.1 that the maximality
of � implies that c is an independent set in	).

Step 2. Consider the matching �.
2.a If �� � ` �

answer YES and halt.
2.b If �� � M H�

answer NO and halt.
Step 3. If �c� M ��

+N��� �c�� by Corollary 8.1 there is
a

��
+N�-spike crown. Reduce using Reduction

Rule 1.

Table 8.1: Preprocessing algorithm for MINIMUM MAXIMAL MATCHING.

Lemma 8.1 (Algorithmic Boundary Lemma)If �� �	�� M s��� p H�
then the prepro-

cessing algorithm will either decide the instance
�	� ��

or it will reduce it.

Proof of Lemma 8.1. Assume in contradiction to Lemma 8.1 that�� �	�� M s��� p H�
,

but that the algorithm has neither decided the instance
�	� ��

nor reduced it.

After the preprocessing algorithm has been run,
� �	�

is partitioned as follows:

•
� ���

, the vertices in the maximal matching� for 	.

• c 
 � /� ���
, the vertices not present in�.

Structural Claims
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Claim 1 The setc is an independent set in	.

Proof of Claim 1.If there exists an edge in�c�, then� is not maximal.
a

Claim 2 The size ofc, �c� ` s��� p N�.
Proof of Claim 2.Assume in contradiction that�c� M s��� p N�. Since the

size of� is at most
H�

, then the number of vertices in� is at most
s�

. Asc is an independent set in	, if �c� M s��� p N� G �� �c���� p N� then, by

Corollary 8.1,	 has a
��

+N�-spike crown and should have been reduced in

Step 3 of the algorithm, contradicting the claim that no reduction has taken

place.
a

Thus the total size�� �	�� 
 �� ���� p �c� ` s� p s��� p N� 
 s��� p H�
. This

contradicts the assumption that�� �	�� M s��� p H�
.

a
Lemma 8.2 (Algorithmic Kernelization Lemma)Any instance

�	� ��
can be reduced to

a problem kernel of size at most
s��� p H�

.

Proof of Lemma 8.2. This follows from Lemma 8.1, as we can run the preprocessing

algorithm until it fails to reduce
�	� ��

. By Lemma 8.1 the size is then at most
s��� p H�

.a
ALGORITHM AND RUNNING T IME ANALYSIS

In the previous section we obtained a kernel for the problem of size
s��� p H�

on the

number of vertices. In Table 8.2 we provide an algorithm to solve MINIMUM MAXIMAL

MATCHING.

Lemma 8.3 M INIMUM MAXIMAL MATCHING can be solved in timeKg�Hu<W<æ.X�.
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Step 1. Apply the preprocessing algorithm in Table 8.1
to the instance

�	� ��
.

Step 2. If �� �	�� M s��� p H�
answer NO and halt.

Step 3. Else find if there exists a maximal matching of
size

�
in 	 in a brute force manner.

Step 4. If there is a maximal matching of size
�
answer

YES and halt.
Step 5. Else answer NO and halt.

Table 8.2: FPT algorithm to solve MINIMUM MAXIMAL MATCHING.

Proof of Lemma 8.3.

Step 1: The running time of the preprocessing algorithm is boundedby the running time

of Reduction Rule 1. This rule gets triggered as soon as we construct a maximal matching

in 	. Once the rule gets triggered, it can be carried out in quadratic time on the size of	.

A maximal matching can be found in timeK��� ��.
Step 2: The running time of Step 2 is linear in�� �as we have to check all vertices in the

graph.

Step 3: We find if there exists a maximal matching of size
�

in 	 in abrute forcemanner.

First we look for possible candidate matchings. There are�ëè� ! "#èÜè$êÝ� %ways to find

a candidate maximal matching of size at most
�

by choosing at most
H�

vertices in the

graph in all possible ways. An upper bound on the number of candidate matchings is

given by the following formula:.<&>'; Ts��� p H�$ V ` u<W<æ.X&>'- Ts��� p H�$ V 
 Hu<W<æ.X8
For each one of these sets of vertices we must check if the subgraph the set induces has

a perfect matching. This can be done in timeK�Zs� ] �s�.�� using the algorithm in

[MV80].
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Then we must check if each matching is maximal. This can be achieved by checking if all

remaining vertices are independent. We do this by testing inlinear time if the subgraph

they induce has no edges.

Step 4: Step 4 can be performed in constant time.

The total time required to perform all steps isK�@.pZs�]�s�.�]Hu<W<æ.X� 
 Kg�Hu<W<æ.X�.a
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CONCLUSIONS

9.1 SUMMARY

With themethod of extremal structure, we have introduced a systematic approach to de-

veloping FPT algorithms. This approach to algorithm design is based on kernelization

techniques and extremal combinatorics.

Whenkernelizing, the aim is to transform in polynomial time instances
�� � ��

of a problem� into smaller instances
��� � ���

. These transformed instances have the property that�� � ��
is a YES-instance for� if and only if

��� � ���
is a YES-instance for�. Once the

instances are no longer susceptible to these transformations (the instances arereduced),

two lemmas, the kernelization and boundary lemmas, are invoked to prove that��� � `� ���
and the problem is kernelizable.

The method operates following a paradigm presented by two lemmas, the kernelization

and boundary lemmas. The boundary lemma is used to find theoretical bounds on the

maximum size of an instance reduced under an adequate set of reduction rules. The

kernelization lemma is invoked to decide the instances which are larger than
� ���

for

some function
�

depending only on the parameter
�
.

The first aim of themethod of extremal structureis to provide a systematic way to dis-

cover reduction rules for fixed-parameter tractable problems. The second is to devise an

analytical way to find theoretical bounds for the size of kernels for those problems.
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Themethod of extremal structurecan be applied to many parameterized decision prob-

lems, but sometimes it is useful to modify the approach to thekernelization and boundary

lemmas in order to obtain better results.

In the following subsection we explain the generalkernelization and boundary lemmas

and how to modify them to suit particular situations in whichthe general form of the

method of extremal structuredoes not apply in a straightforward manner. For example,

sometimes we will need to algorithmically preprocess the instance to identify or apply

certain reduction rules. Then, we use thealgorithmic boundary and kernelization lem-

mas. The general boundary and kernelization lemmas are tailored to solve maximization

problems. Hence, the approach to minimization problems differs from that of maximiza-

tion problems. When we deal with minimization problems we employ the algorithmic

boundary and kernelization lemmas adapted to this type of problems.

9.1.1 GENERAL BOUNDARY AND K ERNELIZATION L EMMAS

The general boundary lemmais used to find a bound"��� on the maximum size of a

reduced instance
�� � ��

. In the case of maximization problems it takes the following

form, for some function":

Lemma. (Boundary Lemma)Let
�� � ��

be reduced and let
�� � ��

be aYES-

instance and
�� � �pN�be aNO-instance for�. Then the size of

�
is less than"���.

To prove such a lemma, we set up a list of reduction rules that lead to a specific notion of

irreducibility and a suitable bounding function"���.
We prove the boundary lemma by minimum counterexample. Thecombinatorial extremal

argumentoperates in a reduced instance
�

by assuming in contradiction that
�� � ��

is a

YES-instance for�,
�� � �pN� is NO-instance for�and the size of

�
is at least"���. Then:
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1. Assume a solution (or ‘witness’ structure). The solutionhas size
�

and is optimal

in an extremal sense: no better solutions exist.

The witness structure is strategically chosen to provide a framework to identify

reduction rules.

2. Set inductive priorities that the witness structure above must satisfy. Here the fact

that
�

doesn’t have a solution of size
� p N will be implicitly understood as the

zeroth inductive priority.

These inductive priorities often condition the type of reduction rules we will need

for the problem.

3. Prove structural claims that hold if all inductive priorities are satisfied and all re-

duction rules are no longer applicable.

4. Use the structural claims to recognize the need for more inductive priorities, find

new reduction rules, identify more structural claims, etc.

5. Stop when all claims are satisfied and the total size of the instance is less than the

function"���, reaching a contradiction.

It is very important to point out the fact that discovering useful reduction rules, setting

appropriate inductive priorities and establishing relevant structural claims is a creative

art. Usually, when working on a problem, all of the mentionedsteps outlined above go

hand in hand. Methodologically speaking, as it often happens in mathematics, we do not

generate the reduction rules and structural claims from a void. This is one of the reasons

why themethod of extremal structurehas proven so powerful: when creating the witness

structure it becomes very clear what sort of reduction ruleswe would need to reduce the

size of the instance.1

1Note here that not only the reduction rules provide this specific notion of irreducibility we need for the
boundary lemma, but also the witness structure we set in the boundary lemma helps us discover particular
reduction rules.
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The general kernelization lemmais invoked to decide reduced instances of size larger

than
� ���

, for some arbitrary function
�
. In the case of maximization problems it takes

the following form:

Lemma. (Kernelization Lemma)If
�� � ��

is an reduced instance of a problem� and �� � M � ���
, then

�� � ��
is a YES-instance for the problem.

Once the boundary lemma is proved, the kernelization lemma follows by contradiction.

Note that if the function" found in the boundary lemma is monotone increasing then� 
 " and the proof will always look as follows:

Proof. Assume in contradiction to the stated kernelization lemma that there

exists an instance
�� � ��

of size �� � G � ���
which is a NO-instance for�.

Let
�� � �

be the largest
��

for which
�� � ���

is a YES-instance. By the

boundary lemma we know that�� � � � ���� � � ���
. This contradicts the

assumption.

For an example of how to apply this general version of themethod of extremal structure

the reader is referred to the case of MAX CUT in Chapter 2, MAX LEAF SPANNING

TREE in Chapter 3, NONBLOCKER in Chapter 4 and�-STAR PACKING in Chapter 5.1.

9.1.2 ALGORITHMIC BOUNDARY AND K ERNELIZATION L EMMAS

The algorithmic version of themethod of extremal structureoperates by first establish-

ing a preprocessing algorithm as sometimes we need to algorithmically preprocess the

instance to apply certain reduction rules. This algorithm finds a maximal set which will

later act as a witness structure in the algorithmic boundarylemma. Once the instance is

preprocessed the reduction rules can be applied and the following lemma holds:
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Lemma. (Algorithmic Boundary Lemma)If �� � M � ���
for some function�

, then the preprocessing algorithm will either find a solution for� or it will

reduce
�
.

The proof of the algorithmic boundary lemma is by contradiction. We assume that the

preprocessing algorithm failed to reduce an instance of size greater than
� ���

. In the

process of proving the lemma we will also have to prove a set ofstructural claims as we

did with the general boundary lemma.

The algorithmickernelization lemmais almost identical to the general kernelization lemma

and is invoked to decide preprocessed instances of size larger than
� ���

, for some func-

tion
�
.

Lemma. (Algorithmic Kernelization Lemma)Any instance
�� � ��

of � can

be reduced to a problem kernel of size
� ���

.

The proof of this last lemma follows from the boundary lemma,as we can run the prepro-

cessing algorithm until it fails to reduce
�� � ��

.

For an example of how to apply this algorithmic version of themethod of extremal struc-

ture we refer the reader to the case of 2-STAR PACKING in Chapter 5.2, EDGE-DISJOINT

TRIANGLE PACKING in Chapter 6 and MAX INTERNAL SPANNING TREE in Chapter 7.

9.1.3 THE M ETHOD OF EXTREMAL STRUCTURE ON M INIMIZA -
TION PROBLEMS

Minimization problems are special since it is harder to bound the size of the witness

structure in the boundary lemma. So far only the MINIMUM MAXIMAL MATCHING

problem we present in Chapter 8 has been solved using themethod of extremal structure.

In a minimization problem the idea is to prove the following kernelization and boundary

lemmas:
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Lemma. (Minimization Boundary Lemma)Let
�� � ��

be reduced and let�� � ��
be aYES-instance and

�� � � U N� be aNO-instance for�. Then the

size of
�

is less than
� ���

for some function
�
.

Lemma. (Minimization Kernelization Lemma)If
�� � ��

is an reduced in-

stance of a problem� and �� � M � ���
, then

�� � ��
is a NO-instance for the

problem.

In all examples considered in this thesis, we assume that forevery YES-instance
�� � ��

of � there exist a witness structure� which is a subset of elements (either vertices or

edges) of
�
. In the case of maximization problems, we impose a further restriction on

�
by assuming that is

�
is a NO-instance for

�p N. This restriction ensures that no elements

in
� / � can be added to� that could make� a YES-instance for

� p N, effectively

bounding the size of� . The difficulty that arises when trying to find what the bounding

function may be, in the case of minimization problems, is that the boundary lemma only

states that
�� � ��

is a YES-instance for� and
�� � � U N� is a NO-instance for�. Thus, the

size of the witness structure� can be as large as the entire instance, since there are no

restrictions on
�� � � p N�.

The key issue to take into consideration when we use themethod of extremal structureto

approach minimization problems is that we must make sure that the minimization problem

has a forbidden substructure of bounded size that can be calculated in polynomial time

which we can use as a witness structure. In the case of MINIMUM MAXIMAL MATCHING,

this bounded witness structure is provided by the fact that if a graph	 has a matching of

size strictly greater than
H�

, then	 will never have a maximal matching of size
�
. This

way, by finding a maximal matching we can bound the size of the witness structure as we

showed in Chapter 8.
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9.2 RESULTS PRESENTED

This thesis has presented fixed-parameter algorithms to solve the problems MAX CUT,

MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE, NONBLOCKER, �-STAR PACKING, EDGE-DISJOINT TRI-

ANGLE PACKING, MAX INTERNAL SPANNING TREE and MINIMUM MAXIMAL MATCH-

ING.

The algorithms have the following running times:

• MAX CUT is solved in timeKg�N8sNs<�.
• MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE is solved in timeKg�Ns8Ht<�.
• NONBLOCKER is solved in timeKg�w8#r<�.
• �-STAR PACKING is solved in timeKg�H©ªC;-<� when� 
 H

andKg�s< °±² <� in the

general case.

• EDGE-DISJOINT TRIANGLE PACKING is solved in timeKg�HC< °±²WCª.<X�.
• MAX INTERNAL SPANNING TREE is solved in timeKg�Hî³< °±² <�.
• M INIMUM MAXIMAL MATCHING is solved in timeKg�Hu<W<æ.X�.

The results for MAX CUT, NONBLOCKER, �-STAR PACKING, MAX INTERNAL SPAN-

NING TREE and MINIMUM MAXIMAL MATCHING are the best parameterized results to

date known for these problems.

MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE has a better parameterized algorithm but no explicit kernel

bound is provided for the problem, whereas the result we present in this thesis proves a

kernel of size at most
t8rt�

, linear in the number of vertices in the graph.

Using the color-coding technique developed in [AYZ95] a single exponential result is

possible for EDGE-DISJOINT TRIANGLE PACKING. However, the result presented in
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this thesis provides a kernel for this problem of size at most
s�

, linear in the number of

edges in the graph.

9.3 FUTURE RESEARCH

We conclude this thesis by mentioning some directions for future research.

The usefulness of FPT algorithms to cope with the intractability of problems arising from

large data sets has been proven in numerous occasions [AL+03]. Some of these problems

arise in the field of Bioinformatics, for example, in data analysis of Single Nucleotide

Polymorphisms (SNPs). Several problems regarding SNPs have been already considered

from a parameterized complexity viewpoint [Wer03]. However, none of them have been

studied using themethod of extremal structure.

Problems, suggested by Pablo Moscato, that could be addressed in the future are varia-

tions to the HAPLOTYPING problem, MINIMUM INFORMATIVE SUBSET OFSNPS, and

PARTITION AND COVERING OFBIPARTITE GRAPHS IN BICLIQUES.

There are two problems related to haplotyping that have beenthoroughly studied within

the framework of parameterized complexity. These problemsare MINIMUM SNP RE-

MOVAL (MSR) and MINIMUM FRAGMENT REMOVAL (MFR). Rizzi et al. [RBIL02]

proved that MFR is fixed-parameter tractable. Wernicke [Wer03] showed that MFR is

parameter-equivalent to VERTEX BIPARTIZATION (is there a subset of vertices of size
�

in the graph whose removal renders the graph bipartite?) andthat EDGE BIPARTIZA-

TION (is there a subset of edges of size
�

in the graph whose removal renders the graph

bipartite?) is parameter-preserving reducible to MSR. It is important to point out at this

stage that even though MSR remains open in terms of graph equivalences, the EDGE BI-

PARTIZATION problem has been recently proven fixed-parameter tractableusing iterative

compression techniques [GG+05]. Thus, it would be very interesting to prove the equiva-

lence between MSR and EDGE BIPARTIZATION in order to demonstrate the membership

in the class FPT of MSR. It is also important to note that using themethod of extremal
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structure, the running time of MFR could be substantially decreased making it feasible for

solving large data sets. A close look at the closely related MAX CUT problem indicates

that the method can be of significant interest.

THE M INIMUM INFORMATIVE SUBSET OFSNPS has been characterized in terms of its

complexity and is shown to be closely related to the FEATURE SET problem. Unfortu-

nately, FEATURE SET has been shown to be� �H�-complete [CM03]. However, several

related problems dealing with parameterized duals of theseproblems have been identified

whose parameterized complexity is yet unknown.

There is a problem appearing in the field of epitope recognition [HMR01] which is another

good candidate for themethod of extremal structure: TEST COVER. The input of the

TEST COVER problem consists of a set of items� 
 �N� 8 8 8 �f�
, and a collection of testsI-� 8 8 8 �IB q �. A testI( covers or differentiates the item pair��� $� if either

� � Iá
or $ � Iá , i.e., if �Iá + ��� $�� 
 N. A sub-collectionI q I-� 8 8 8 �IB of tests is a test

cover if all item pairs are covered by at least one test inI . In terms of its equivalence to

graph optimization problems, the TEST COVER problem has a natural reformulation as a

cut covering problem on a complete graph. Items correspond to vertices and item pairs

to edges. The objective is to find a minimum sized sub-collection of cuts whose union

is the complete edge set. This problem is generally known as SET COVER and is NP-

complete and� �H�-hard. However, a variation of this problem when we ask the tests to

have size at most two has better prospects. It is equivalent to packing paths of length two

in a graph with an asymptotically tight performance ratio of11/8 [BH+3]. This problem

is the 2-STAR PACKING problem presented in this thesis and is a very good candidateto

be implemented using evolutionary algorithms.

Themethod of extremal structurecan be combined with other standard procedures used in

FPT algorithm design such as iterative compression, crown reductions, shrinking search

trees by dynamic programming, color-coding, dynamic programming on tree decompo-

sitions, etc. Also, in the last step, meta-heuristic techniques can be used to speed up the
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solutions in cases when the data set is too large. A very good example showing how

to combine these two approaches to coping with intractability was recently proposed by

Gilmour and Dras [GD05].

In a strictly theoretical or combinatorial sense, still remain as open problems to be tackled

with themethod of extremal structure:

1. Minimization problems such as EDGE EDIT TO DISJOINT CLIQUES, EDGE DELE-

TION TO BIPARTITE and EDGE DOMINATING SET. So far only MINIMUM MAX -

IMAL MATCHING has been approached using this technique.

2. Non-graph problems such as MATRIX DOMINATION . So far only SET SPLITTING

[DFR03] has been approached using this technique.

Additional results of extremal graph theory may improve some of the results in this thesis:

1. NONBLOCKER: Every graph with minimum degree three has a dominating set of

size at most)*z *+ [R96].

2. MAX LEAF SPANNING TREE: Every graph with minimum degree four has a span-

ning tree with at least
ë*z *, - +, leaves [GW92].

Linear sized kernels might be possible for�-STAR PACKING, MAX INTERNAL SPAN-

NING TREE and MINIMUM MAXIMAL MATCHING.
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